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In Brief
The University of Georgia School of Law is appreciative to all those who contributed in fiscal year 2017 (July 1,
2016 through June 30, 2017).  Below please find a summary of all private donations to the school. 
Overall Gifts and New Commitments $6,775,721.85
Gifts
 
Law School Fund  $1,131,785.00
Other Endowed & Non-Endowed Funds $3,115,251.00
Total Gifts  $4,247,036.00
New Commitments
 
Pledges (minus any current-year payments)  $1,478,685.85
Planned Gifts  $1,050,000.00
Total New Commitments  $2,528,685.85
Donors
1,702 Alumni / Alumnae Donors
17% Alumni / Alumnae Participation Rate
711 Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Members
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2016-2017 Annual Report
The University of Georgia School of Law proudly presents our 2016-2017 Annual Report. This summary of
private investment is a reflection of the strong tradition of support by our law school community. This
commitment, shown by graduates and friends, has a significant impact on our law school and allows us to
prepare students to be the future legal leaders of our state, country, and society.  If you have questions, please
contact the Law School Advancement Office at (706) 542-7639 or lawgifts@uga.edu.
In Brief
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society
Honor Roll
Endowed & Non-Endowed Funds
Firm & Corporation Challenge
Gifts from Corporations, Foundations & Organizations
Gifts from Friends, Faculty & Staff
Verner F. Chaffin Society
Past Annual Reports can be found on the Digital Commons Annual Donor Report page.
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Endowed & Non-Endowed Funds
The following is a comprehensive list of endowed and non-endowed funds that support the University of Georgia School of Law. 
These funds represent the law school’s future as they allow the school to recruit outstanding faculty, enrich the curriculum and
ensure that talented students are prepared to be legal leaders.                                                                    
+ Co-Curricular
 
American Constitution Society Student Group Fund
Robert Brown Fund
William Carroll Brown, Jr. Student & Faculty Endowment Fund
Brussels International Studies Program Support Fund
Chester C. Davenport BLSA Support Fund
Christian Legal Society Student Support Fund
Education Law Student Group Fund
Endover Foundation Mock Trial Program Fund
Environmental Law Student Support Fund
Equal Justice Public Interest Law Support Fund
Family Violence Clinic Support Fund
Federalist Society Student Group Fund
Georgia Journal of International & Comparative Law Endowment Fund
Georgia Law D.C. Semester in Practice Program Student Support Fund
Georgia Law Project on Armed Conflict and Children Support Fund
Georgia Law Review Endowment
Georgia League Student Support Fund
Guyana Legal Internship Program Support Fund
Edith House Lecture Fund
Journal of Intellectual Property Law Fund
Law School Advocacy Support Fund
Walter McElreath Fund
Mock Trial Endowment Fund
Mock Trial Support Fund
Moot Court Endowment Fund
Moot Court Support Fund
Jere W. Morehead Moot Court Fund
OUTLaws Student Support Fund
Public Interest Fellowship Program
Red Clay Conference Support Fund
School of Law Student Programs & Activities Fund
Southeastern Bankruptcy Law Institute Fund
Student Bar Association Support Fund
Veterans Legal Services Clinic Fund
Vis Moot Support Fund
Visiting Judges and Lawyers Fund
Wilbanks Child Endangerment and Sexual Exploitation (CEASE) Clinic Fund
Wilbanks Family Holding Fund
+ Faculty Support
 
Robert Cotten Alston Chair in Corporate Law 
Pope F. Brock Professorship in Professional Responsibility
Otis Brumby Distinguished Professorship in First Amendment Law
Harmon W. Caldwell Chair in Constitutional Law
Marion & W. Colquitt Carter Chair in Tort & Insurance Law
Verner F. Chaffin Chair in Fiduciary Law
A. Gus Cleveland Distinguished Chair of Legal Ethics & Professionalism Fund
C. Ronald Ellington Award for Excellence in Teaching Fund
Georgia Athletic Association Professor in Law
J. Alton Hosch Professorship of Law (includes five professorships)
M.E. Kilpatrick Chair of Corporate Finance & Securities Law
Kirbo Trust Endowed Faculty Enhancement Fund
Charles H. Kirbo Chair in the School of Law
Law School Non-endowed Faculty Award Fund
Justice Thomas O. Marshall Chair of Constitutional Law
John Byrd Martin Chair of Law
Melburne D. & Jaqueline K. McLendon Endowment
Allen Post Professorship of the School of Law
Ernest P. Rogers Chair of Intellectual Property & Unfair Competition Law
Carl E. Sanders Chair in Political Leadership
Francis Shackelford Distinguished Professorship in Taxation Law
John Adams Sibley Professorship in Corporate & Business Law
Alex W. Smith Professorship in Law
Stembler Family Professorship in Business Law 
Herman E. Talmadge Chair of Law
Talmadge Law Faculty Fund
Gabriel M. Wilner/UGA Foundation Professorship in International Law
Emily & Ernest Woodruff Chair in International Law
Yee Family Law School Faculty Fund
+ General
 
Dean and Virginia Rusk Fund
Dean Rusk Center for International Law and Policy Support Fund
Dean Rusk Law Center Addition Fund
Edenfield Portrait Fund
Hirsch Hall Discretionary Fund
Hirsch Hall Renovation Fund
Law School Fund
Legal Ethics and Professionalism Symposium Fund
School of Law Portrait Fund
Emma P. Terrell Award Fund
+ Law Library
 
Vaughn C. Ball Law Library Fund
Jeanne and Ralph Beaird Law Library Fund
Joseph E. Cheeley, Jr. Law Library Endowment Fund
Judge Joel J. Fryer Memorial Law Library Fund
Jane Oliver Green Library Fund
Walter Hellerstein Law Library Fund
Hamilton Lokey and Henry L. Bowden Law Library Fund
John B. Rees, Jr. Law Library Book Fund
Carl E. Sanders Law Library Endowment Fund
School of Law Library General Support Fund
Louis B. Sohn Law Library Fund
+ Student Award
 
J. Ralph Beaird Closing Argument Award Fund
Ronald L. Carlson Student Award Fund
Ann Bryan Downs Loan Repayment Assistance Program Fund
Georgia Civil Justice Foundation Trial Advocacy Award Fund
Donald P. Gilmore, Jr. Memorial Award Fund
Kerry Harike Joedecke Memorial Award for Excellence
Ellen R. Jordan Fund for Public Interest Law
Law School Student Award Fund
Dan MacDougald Memorial Fund
Julian B. McDonnell Prize Fund
William King Meadow Award Fund
Isaac Meinhard Memorial Award
Willis J. "Dick" Richardson, Jr. Student Award Fund
Edward D. and Carol J. Spurgeon Public Service Fellowship Fund
University of Georgia Law Class of 1933 Memorial Fund
+ Student Scholarship
 
4074 Scholarship Fund
Morris B. Abram Scholarship Fund
A. Pratt Adams, Jr. Memorial Scholarship Fund
Philip H. Alston, Jr. Distinguished Law Fellowships
Kathelen Van Blarcum Amos '82 Law School Scholarship
William Seaborn Ashley Endowed Scholarship Fund
Attorneys' Title Guaranty Fund Scholarship 
Tara Baker Memorial Scholarship Fund
Milner S. Ball Fellowship
Grace H. Barnes Scholarship Fund
Claud B. Barrett Educational Fund
Andrea R. Bennett Scholarship Fund
Judge Debra Halpern Bernes Memorial Scholarship Fund
F. M. Bird Law Scholarship Fund
Jerry B. Blackstock Law School Scholarship
Gary B. Blasingame Scholarship
Margaret S. Bode Scholarship
Arthur K. Bolton Scholarship
James R. Borders Law Scholarship
Bowles Family Scholarship
Frank Brogan Memorial Scholarship Fund
Scott M. Brown Scholarship Fund
B. Hugh Burgess Scholarship
James E. Butler Scholarship Fund
James Lawson Carmichael, Jr. Law School Scholarship Fund
Bryant T. Castellow Memorial Scholarship Fund
Verner F. Chaffin Endowment Fund
Gordon W. Chambers & Sylvanus Morris Memorial Scholarship Fund
Gordon W. Chambers '23 Scholarship Fund
Leap of Faith Fund by the Chastain Family
Class of 1986 Scholarship Fund
Welborn B. Cody Law Scholarship Fund
Sigmund A. Cohn Scholarship Fund
Frank A. Constangy Memorial Scholarship Fund
William Flowers Crozer Scholarship Fund
McCarthy Crenshaw Student Loan Fund
R. Alexander and Claire Herd Crumbley Scholarship
Chester C. Davenport Scholarship Fund
Patricia C. Downing Memorial Scholarship Fund
Anne Proffitt Dupre Memorial Scholarship
Judge B. Avant Edenfield Scholarship Fund
Judge Newell Edenfield Scholarship Fund
Stacey Godfrey Evans Scholarship
Eversheds Sutherland Scholarship Fund
D. Meade Feild Scholarship Fund
John and Mary Franklin Foundation Law Scholarship Fund
Joseph Aaron Fried Scholarship Fund
Sonya Yarbrough Gee Memorial Scholarship Fund
Michael Louis Goldberg Scholarship Fund
E.J. Grassmann Law Scholarship Fund
Jeremy Harden Memorial Scholarship Fund
Roy V. Harris Scholarship Fund
Benjamin Hawkins Scholarship
Henson Family Law School Scholarship Fund
J. Alton Hosch Scholarship Fund
Hughes-Green Family Scholarship Fund
Inslee and Betti Johnson Scholarship Fund
International Law Student Development Fund
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP Scholarship in Honor of Barry Phillips
Robert E. Knox Memorial Scholarship Fund
Wyckliffe "Wyck" A. Knox, Jr. Law School Scholarship Fund
Law School Reunion Scholarship Fund
Morton P. Levine Scholarship Fund
Edith M. and Frank G. Lumpkin, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Keith W. Mason Public Leadership Scholarship Fund
Judge Charles B. Mikell, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Kenneth L. Millwood Memorial Scholarship
C. Read Morton, Jr. and William "Billy" P. Payne Scholarship Fund
Aubrey and Marilyn Motz Scholarship
Judge & Mrs. Harold Murphy '49 Scholarship
Thomas B. Murphy Fund
Henry G. Neal Fund
Gwinn Henry Nixon Scholarship Fund
Judge Wilbur Dawson Owens, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Ray Patterson Law Scholarship Fund
Chris and Anna Paulson Memorial Loan Fund
Benjamin Z. Phillips Law Scholarship Fund
Pin Point Scholarship
Clifford Pratt Memorial Loan Fund
Judge J. Kelley Quillian Scholarship Fund
Frank Ramsey Memorial Scholarship Fund
Milton M. Ratner Scholarship and Loan Fund
Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi Scholarship Fund
Rusk Center for International Law & Policy Support Fund
Carl E. Sanders Law Scholarship
William and Vickie Scaljon Scholarship Fund
School of Law Non-Endowed Scholarship Fund
R. Perry Sentell, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Sic Vos Non Vobis Scholarship
Alex and Betty Smith Scholarship Fund
Smith, Gambrell & Russell Scholarship Fund
Marion Smith Scholarship Fund
Bobby and Jackie Soper Law School Scholarship Fund
Southeastern Bankruptcy Law Institute Scholarship Fund
Hughes Spalding Scholarship Fund
Stonewall Equality Scholarship
Ed Sumner Memorial Scholarship Fund
Synovus Foundation Scholarship Fund
Talmadge Law Scholarship Fund
Gerald S. Tanenbaum Distinguished Law Scholarship Fund
Robert Battey Troutman Memorial Fund
University of Georgia Foundation Law Scholarship Fund
Waltman Family Scholar Fund
Michael & Risë Weathersby Law Scholarship
Rebecca H. White Law School Scholarship
Gabriel M. Wilner Scholarship
Woodruff Law Scholarship Fund
Vasser Woolley Foundation Law Scholarship Fund
Joel O. Wooten Law Scholarship
The Law School Advancement Office welcomes the opportunity to talk with donors about making gifts to existing
funds or creating new funds to benefit the law school.  For more information, please contact the Law School
Advancement Office at (706) 542-7639 or lawgifts@uga.edu.
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Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society
The University of Georgia School of Law has historically honored its annual contributors of $1,000 or more with
membership in the Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society. In 2016 - 2017, the law school had 711 generous alumni /
alumnae and friends who were members of the Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society.
Joseph Henry Lumpkin founded the University of Georgia School of Law in 1859, in collaboration with his son-in-
law, Thomas R.R. Cobb, and colleague, William Hope Hull. All three founders’ portraits are prominently displayed
in the Founder’s Gallery located in the historic rotunda of Hirsch Hall.
The recognition levels are as follows:
Founder’s Circle Donors of $50,000 or more
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers Donors of $25,000 – $49,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors Donors of $10,000 or $24,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows Donors of $5,000 to $9,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners Donors of $2,500 to $4,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates Donors of $1,000 to $2,499
In August 2017, the Law School Association Council, consistent with the University of Georgia President’s
decision to raise the minimum gift requirement for the Presidents Club, established the Leadership Circle. For
more information, please visit our website: h p://www.law.uga.edu/leadership-circle.
+ Founder's Circle 
 
 
James R. Borders
James E. Butler, Jr.
B. Lynn Chastain
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Cheeley
William F. Crozer
Henry G. Garrard III
Michael L. Goldberg
G. Sanders Griffith III
Thomas J. Harrold Jr.
W. Russell King
Wyckliffe A. Knox, Jr.
Nancy Rafuse
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Stembler
Larry D. Thompson & Brenda A. Thompson
Susan C. Waltman and Thomas M. Barry
Marlan B. Wilbanks
Mr. & Mrs. Joel O. Wooten
+ Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers 
 
 
Daniel P. Amos & Kathelen Van Blarcum Amos
Mrs. Candice L. Kenan & Mr. James G. Kenan IV
Carson Millwood
Chandler Millwood
Mrs. Kenneth L. Millwood
Walter W. Mitchell
William P. Payne & Martha Beard Payne
Robert J. Soper
Michael N. Weathersby & Risë J. Weathersby
+ Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors 
 
 
Eleanor Banister
Brian P. Cain
Elizabeth Brannen Chandler & Richard C. Chandler
C. Andrew Childers
Thomas C. Chubb III
William T. Daniel, Jr.
Katherine D. Dixon
Henry B. Harris III
E. David Hart, Jr.
Charles B. Haygood, Jr. & Mary Isla M. Haygood
Kenneth M. Henson, Jr.
Mrs. Sue Boykin Henson
R. Dale Hughes & Cynthia G. Hughes
J. Curtis Lewis III
Tyler M. Love
Mary O. Marshall
George D. Overend & Carol Overend
William M. Overend
Phaedra Parks Nida
Neal and Lib Quirk
Dudley C. Reynolds
Mr. Eric L. Roden
Michael J. Sharp
Reginald R. Smith & Leigh M. Smith
Ms. Ashley B. Watson
Allen W. Yee
Mr. & Mrs. Earl H. Young
+ Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
  
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Bell
Mildred A. Bennett
Jesse G. Bowles III
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald S. Cooper
Laura Hauck Covington
R. Alex Crumbley & Claire Herd Crumbley
Santhia L. Curtis
Carl W. Duyck & Dennis J. Flood
C. Michael Evert, Jr.
Donald M. Ferencz
Jennifer Wheatley Fletcher
Joseph A. Fried
John T. Glover, Jr.
John T. Glover
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Hawkins
Walter Hellerstein
James L. Henderson & Eleanor Dunlap Henderson
I. Gregory Hodges
Julia A. Houston
Charles E. Jabaley
Martin E. Kilpatrick, Jr.
W. Pope Langdale III
Timothy Mann, Jr.
Julia LeCraw Mikell
C. Read Morton, Jr.
Floyd C. Newton III
James W. Purcell
Ronald W. Rogers
Robert I. Schramm
Herbert J. & Lisa Spain Short
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon A. Smith
Audrey Boone Tillman
Benjamin J. Vinson & Ansley Campbell Vinson
Don L. Waters
Amy McDaniel Williams
Jeffrey A. Zachman
+ Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners 
 
 
Maiser M. Aboneaaj & Lee Ann Bambach
H. Michael Bagley & Bridget Beisner Bagley
W. Randall Bassett & Julia Lynch Bassett
Kristen M. Beystehner
Mrs. Jerry B. Blackstock
Michael J.  Blakely, Jr. & Jennifer S. Blakely
Edmund A. Booth, Jr.
Rikard L. Bridges
Valerie Caproni
Ronald L. & Mary Carlson
Thomas S. Chambless
Professor Harlan G. Cohen & Ms. Shirlee T. Cohen
Mr. Robert Todd G. Collins
Timothy L. Covington
William V. Custer IV & Cheryl F. Custer
J. David Dantzler, Jr.
J. Anderson Davis
J. Michael Dover
Mr. & Mrs. Bertis E. Downs IV
Mrs. Melvis B. Edenfield
Christina Hull Eikhoff
Randolph Frails
Dorothy Black Franzoni
Mr. & Mrs. Robert O. Freeman
Mr. Patrick H. Garrard & Ms. Cameron Johnston Garrard
David F. Golden
Mark E. Grantham
Daniel P. Griffin
Robert P. Hall III
Mr. Sam Hatcher
Robert P. Hein
Wade W. Herring II & Susan Cramer Herring
Carolyne Beaty Hilton
Sarah M. Hoagland
Howell Hollis III
Mr. William B. Hurley & Mrs. Jaime Hurley
Ms. Kate L. Jensen
Paul M. Kurtz & Carol P. Kurtz
Susan S. Lanigan
Donald R. Livingston
J. Matthew Loudermilk
James J. Macie
David J. Maslia
Merritt E. McAlister
Mrs. E. Tandy McNeal Menk
Kevin P. Murphy
T.C. Spencer Pryor
Charles N. Pursley
Mrs. Jane Canipe Rooks
Matthew G. Rooks & Victoria Epshteyn Rooks
Ryan A. Schneider & Jennifer Beth Tourial
David E. Shipley & Virginia F. Coleman
M.T. Simmons, Jr.
David A. Smith
Steven W. Smith
J.D. Smith
Edward D. & Carol J. Spurgeon
Alan N. Sutin
Gerald S. Tanenbaum
Benjie R. Tarbutton
Sonja R. Tate
Michael B. Terry
David T. Wiley
Mr. Phillip D. Wilkins & Mrs. LaJuana Wilkins
William N. Withrow, Jr.
+ Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
 
Ms. Anisa I. Abdullahi
Noah B. Abrams
Ms. Bisa F. Ajanaku
Wm. Morgan Akin
Mr. John M. Allan & Mrs. Juliet Allan
Wayne R. Allen
Elizabeth P. Alsobrook
Ms. Lee A. Anand & Mr. Justin Anand
Stephen C. Andrews & Doris L. Downs
A. Bradford Baer
Brian R. Balow
W. Leon Barfield
Hon. & Mrs. Roy E. Barnes
William D. Barwick & Donna Gude Barwick
Judge Alan J. Baverman & Mrs. Elida J. Baverman
Frank Beacham
Mrs. Janet Beerman
Mr. Joshua B. Belinfante & Dr. Karina K. Belinfante
Frederic S. Beloin
J. Dewey Benefield, Jr.
Douglas A. Bennett
Mr. John R. Bennett
Jeffrey L. Berhold
James H. Blanchard & Frances S. Blanchard
Gary Blasingame & Dwayne Blasingame
Keith D. Bodoh & Karen A. Bodoh
Dudley H. Bowen
Jerome Braun
Mr. & Mrs. Dana F. Braun
John M. Breen
Joseph P. Brennan
Wilbur C. Brooks
Charles H. Brown
Sylvia P. Brown
Richard & Frances Buice
Kristi K. Buice
Ms. Dawn S. Burke
Jason T. Burnette
Marcus B. Calhoun, Jr.
Maureen T. Callahan
Diane Sanborn Calloway
Mr. George A. Campbell Jr. & Mrs. Marquin B. Campbell
Albert Caproni III
Mr. Theodore T. Carellas
Hon. & Mrs. George H. Carley
John M. Carlton, Jr.
Julie E. Carnes & Stephen S. Cowen
Mr. Matthew S. Chambers & Mrs. Caroline Chambers
John A. Chandler
Mr. & Mrs. Richard B. Chandler, Jr.
Dr. Benjamin H. Cheek & Dr. Kathryn K. Cheek
William A. Clineburg, Jr.
John L. Coalson, Jr.
Mr. James W. Cobb & Mrs. Gretchen D'Huyvetter Cobb
Walter N. Cohen
Cale H. Conley
Patrick D. Conner & Tonnye Conner-White
John T. Cook
Frederick E. Cooper
Alfred N. Corriere
Betsy C. Cox
Wade M. Crumbley
Mr. Richard E. Currie
Mr. & Mrs. George W. Darden III
Hugh M. Davenport
Jan Meadows Davidson
Elliot S. Davis
Mr. Robert C. Davis III & Mrs. Brooke E. Davis
Richard H. Deane, Jr.
William D. deGolian
Nancy Karen Deming
Joseph W. Dent
Donnie Dixon
Kathy Kraft Dorough
John L. Douglas
Pamela DeAngelis Duncan
H. Mitchell Dunn, Jr.
Mr. Granison E. Eader III
Thomas A. Eaton
Judge James L. Edmondson
James B. Ellington & Michele Jones Ellington
John J. Ellington
Prof. & Mrs. C. Ronald Ellington
Mr. Jonathan M. Engram & Mrs. Sarah C. Engram
Philip F. Etheridge
Representative Stacey Godfrey Evans & Mr. Andrew C. Evans
Mr. Donald C. Evans Jr.
Mr. Ayotunde O. Ezekiel
Mr. Derik J. Farrar & Mrs. Amity H. Farrar
Scott A. Farrow
Mrs. Jeanna G. Fennell
Norman S. Fletcher
James L. Ford
Mr. R. Jason Fowler & Mrs. Sarah Fowler
Mr. Stephen R. Fowler
Stephen E. Franzén & Therese Glisson Franzén
Joseph M. Freeman
David H. Gambrell
Gregory A. Garcia
Jeanine Gibbs Garvie & James M. Garvie
T. Bart Gary & Elizabeth Conlin Gary
David K. Ginn
Robert D. Goldsmith
Robert L. Goldstucker
Kevin Gooch
Loring A. Gray, Jr.
Greg E. Gregory III
Bradley W. Grout & Megan Webb Grout
Donald I. Hackney, Jr.
Taylor Hanson Haley
Judge Randy Hall & Mrs. Suzanne Crowder Hall
Florence E. Harmon
Louis E. Harper III & Mary Catherine Moore Harper
Mr. Robert H. Harrison II
Phillip L. Hartley
Holly D. Hatfield
Mr. Holmes J. Hawkins III
Paul David Hay
Douglas R. Haynie
Mr. Jeremy T. Headrick & Ms. Gina M. Headrick
J. Jeffrey Helms, Jr. & Catherine Harris Helms
Phillip S. Hibbard
Al B. Hill
Hollister A. Hill
P. Harris Hines
Mr. Stephen A. Hodge & Mrs. Marina Hernandez
Rebecca A. Hoelting
Ms. Roslyn C. Holcomb
Mr. Foy S. Horne Jr. & Mrs. Martee T. Horne
Randolph H. Houchins
Mrs. Anna W. Howard & Mr. Andrew W. Howard
David E. Howard
D. Clayton Howell
Mr. Winston Howell & Ms. Yvonne Howell
Mr. Joseph S. Hudson & Ms. Elizabeth W. Hudson
Charles A. Hunnicutt
Stephanie Yancey Hunter
William R. Jenkins
Mr. John P. Jett & Ms. Mallory Jett
James C. Joedecke, Jr.
Weyman T. Johnson & E. Allison Forkner
Francys Johnson
J. Alexander Johnson
Ezra B. Jones III
Reginald M. Jones
Stanley S. Jones, Jr.
Steve C. Jones
Mr. & Mrs. James M. Jordan III
Theodore W. Kassinger
Douglas R. Kertscher
Cada T. Kilgore III
Mr. Cada T. Kilgore IV
Mr. James L. King II
M. Todd King
Mr. Gregory D. Kirby & Mrs. Mary K. Kirby
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Knox, Jr.
Ruth A. Knox
Richard Kopelman
Edward B. Krugman
Terry Smith Labat
Ellen Brown Landers
Caroline Castle Laney
Eleanor Crosby Lanier
Andrew J. Lavoie
Jeong-Hwa Lee
Mr. Richard H. Lee & Mrs. Kathryn M. Lee
Timothy H. Lee
Mr. Barrett Lee & Ms. Meredith Lee
Ms. Lorene L. Lefkowitz & Mr. David N. Lefkowitz
Charles M. LeRoux III
J. Michael Levengood
Morton P. Levine
Jeffrey Y. Lewis
Michael N. Loebl
Mr. Mark A. Loeffler & Mrs. Susan M. Loeffler
Frank D. LoMonte
Mr. Shane A. Lord
Mr. Samuel L. Lucas & Mrs. Julie Lucas
Mr. Eugene Luciani & Ms. Jean Rowe Luciani
Representative Ronald E. Mabra Jr. & Mrs. Dawn Mabra
Mr. Wilson M. MacEwen Jr. & Mrs. Lynn MacEwen
William H. Major III
Rollin E. Mallernee II
R. Lee Mann III
Mr. Dustin R. Marlowe & Mrs. Amber M. Marlowe
C. Bradford Marsh
J. Dean Marshall, Jr.
Beverly B. Martin
William L. Martin III
Roger J. Martinson
Keith W. Mason
Samuel M. Matchett
Gregory B. Mauldin
Anonymous
Ms. Janice A. Mays
Thomas L. McDaniel, Jr.
E. Crawford McDonald
Mr. James M. McGee & Mrs. Cynthia J. McGee
Elizabeth Formby McGehee
Mr. Carl S. McKinney
Daniel W. McLeod
Mr. Tinsley R. Merrill & Mrs. Jane A. Merrill
Charles P. Miller
Joseph S. Miller
T. Ryan Mock, Jr.
Kellie R. Casey
David R. Montgomery
Jere W. Morehead
Carol Ellis Morgan
Anne S. Moser
George E. Mundy
Mr. Brendan F. Murphy & Dr. Sarah J. Murphy
Hon. & Mrs. Harold L. Murphy
Ms. Heather T. Mykkeltvedt & Mr. Jeffrey N. Mykkeltvedt
William L. Nabors, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. William T. Neumann
James M. Ney
John E. Niedrach
John S. Noell, Jr.
Mr. Robert L. Northcutt
William U. Norwood
C. Randall Nuckolls
Coleman A. Nutter
James A. Orr
John J. Ossick, Jr.
Mr. John S. Parker
W. Henry Parkman
Ranse M. Partin
Page Pate
W. Russell Patterson, Jr.
Mr. John H. Peavy Jr.
Carl S. Pedigo, Jr. & Kathleen Horne
Jason C. Pedigo & Susannah Rogers Pedigo
Mr. Darren W. Penn & Mrs. Laura Penn
Kristie Edenfield Piasta
Andrew A. Pinson
Mr. Efrain A. Poloche
Daniel V. Pompilio III & S. Lark Ingram
Mr. William G. Pope & Ms. Elizabeth J. Pope
Brennan A. Posner
Gerald L. Pouncey, Jr.
Thomas O. Powell
Alan J. Prince
Mr. Jeffrey C. Quinn & Mrs. Deena Quinn
Shyam Reddy
James K. Reed
Michael S. Reeves
Benjamine Reid
Pete Robinson
J. David Roper & Edna M. Roper
Gregory L. Roseboro
Mr. Alan T. Rosselot
Alan F. Rothschild, Jr.
Mr. Mark J. Rozman
F. Valerie Rusk
Dean W. Russell
Peter B. "Bo" Rutledge
James J. Sanders
Julia Willcox Lumpkin Sando & Donald M. Sando
Mr. Ryan A. Scates & Ms. Kiel A. Scates
Mr. Richard W. Schmidt & Mrs. Jodie Schmidt
William N. Searcy
Mr. Jonathan G. Sedon
Edward S. Sell III
Richard L. Shackelford
William W. Shearouse, Jr.
Rodney S. Shockley
Michael A. Siegel & Lisa Smith Siegel
Ethelyn N. Simpson
Ms. Alina A. Singer & Dr. Adam Singer
Nathaniel G. Slaughter III
John H. Smith & Margie E. Smith
M. Tyler Smith
Philip C. Smith
Putnam C. Smith
Russell L. Smith
E. Kendrick Smith & Caryl Greenberg Smith
Judge George R. Smith & Mrs. Linda Poppell-Smith
M. Brandon Smith
Mr. John Phinizy Spalding & Mrs. Mildred Cross Spalding
Richard P. Spencer II
Mr. Charles T. Staples & Mrs. Elizabeth B. Staples
Grant T. Stein & Janet McGrew Stein
Mr. John W. Stephenson Jr. & Mrs. Megan Stephenson
J. Steven Stewart
Mr. William E. Stiles & Ms. Amber N. Stiles
David R. Sweat & Kay A. Giese
Tamika C. Sykes
William G. Tanner
Mr. Danny C. Tate
John M. Tatum
Henry C. Tharpe, Jr.
C. Sammy Thomas
Steven R. Thornton & Allison Elmore Thornton
Ben Thorpe
Paul H. Threlkeld & Ansley Bell Threlkeld
Ms. Alicia A. Timm
William C. Tinsley II
Richard G. Tisinger
Andrew J. Tuck
Thomas W. Tucker
Mr. Bradford R. Turner
David L. Turner & Martha Deedy Turner
Mr. William B. Tye
Norman L. Underwood
Tommy & Karen Vance
Manoj S. "Sachin" Varghese
Keith W. Vaughan
Mr. Frederick W. Vaughan & Ms. Elizabeth J. Vaughan
Mr. Jason E. Voyles & Mrs. Jessica J. Voyles
T. Rogers Wade and Marcia Bryan Wade
James A. Walker, Jr.
Mr. Anthony E. Waller & Ms. Kristin C. Waller
C. Wilbur Warner, Jr.
Mr. Frederick L. Warren III & Ms. Polly Warren
John L. Watkins
Robert B. Wedge
Paul L. Weisbecker & Amy Lloyd Weisbecker
Sidney F. Wheeler
Rhett S. White
Richard A. Wilhelm & Theresa T. Wilhelm
Scott S. Williams
Mr. Terry E. Williams
Mr. Andrew C. Wills
Melanie D. Wilson
Rhys T. Wilson
Christopher K. Withers & Tracy L. Rhodes
Valinda Barrett Wolfert
Laura E. Woodson
James Wyatt III
Charles S. Wynne & Dancy Hoyt Wynne
Karen Jenkins Young
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Verner F. Chaffin Society
Individuals who support the University of Georgia School of Law with a planned
gift are members of the Verner F. Chaffin Society.  A planned gift can be made
through the assignment of a life insurance policy, a retirement plan asset, a
charitable gift annuity or through an outright bequest in a will.
This society was created to honor and recognize law alumnus and Fuller E.
Callaway Chair Emeritus Verner F. Chaffin (LL.B.’42).  Joining the faculty in
1958, Chaffin specialized in the fields of wills and trusts, estate planning and
federal estate and gift taxation. While noted for his scholarship, Dr. Chaffin was
always a favorite among students.  The Verner F. Chaffin Society recognizes
not only Dr. Chaffin’s contributions to the legal field, but his long service to his
alma mater and his generous financial support (both currently and with his own
planned gift).
Chaffin Society Members
We are grateful to the alumni / alumnae and friends who have chosen to participate in the school’s future
success through their planned gifts. 
 
Morris B. Abram (Deceased)
A. Pratt Adams (Deceased)
Raymond J. Adamson (Deceased)
J. Edward Allen, Jr.
Anonymous (Deceased)
Anonymous
Anonymous (Deceased)
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Joseph B. Atkins, Sr.
Peter L. Banks
Harry S. Baxter (Deceased)
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Bell
Curtis H. Bell (Deceased)
Gary L. Bernes
Richard W. Bethea, Jr. & Mildred B. Bethea
Margaret G. Bode (Deceased)
Jesse G. Bowles, Jr. (Deceased)
Richard Y. Bradley
Milton F. Brown, Jr. (Deceased)
William Carroll Brown (Deceased)
W. Joseph Bruckner
Verner F. Chaffin, Sr.
Gordon W. Chambers (Deceased)
Beth & Rick Chandler
Robert W. Chasteen, Jr.
A. Gus Cleveland (Deceased)
J. Vincent Cook, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald S. Cooper
John S. Dalis
Sally Ramsey Daniel
J. Anderson Davis
David H. Dickey
Jule W. Felton (Deceased)
B. Lane Fitzpatrick
James L. Ford, Sr.
Janice Haynes Gilmore
Thomas F. Green (Deceased)
G. Sanders Griffith III
J. Wayne Hadden
Robert P. Hall III
Gerald F. Handley
William C. "Bubba" Head
Walter Hellerstein
Jim & Elsie Henderson
Eric M. Holmes (Deceased)
J. Alton Hosch (Deceased)
Edith E. House (Deceased)
Kay Howington
A. Felton Jenkins, Jr. (Deceased)
Inslee M. Johnson (Deceased)
Howard W. Jones (Deceased)
Paul V. Kilpatrick, Jr.
Dow N. Kirkpatrick II
Anthony D. Lehman
Hamilton Lokey, Sr. (Deceased)
Frank G. Lumpkin, Jr. (Deceased)
H. Marcus Lynch (Deceased)
Luciano A. Marcuz (Deceased)
Mary A. McCravey (Deceased)
Virginia P. McKenna
Melburne D. McLendon (Deceased)
Julia L. Mikell
Henry G. Neal (Deceased)
John T. Newton, Jr.
John S. Noell, Jr.
Richard E. Paulson (Deceased)
Timothy A. Peterson
Barry Phillips (Deceased)
Sonny Poloche
Thomas O. Powell
David M. Reed
Gates T. Richards
Alan F. Rothschild, Jr.
Carl E. Sanders (Deceased)
Dale M. Schwartz
William J. Self II
Edward S. Sell, Jr. (Deceased)
Alexander W. Smith III (Deceased)
David A. Smith
Russell & Judith Smith
D. Hughes Spalding, Jr. (Deceased)
Gordon L. Sullivan (Deceased)
Michael E. & Leah Fallin Sumner
Fred C. Sweat (Deceased)
Frank M. Swift (Deceased)
Patrick L. Swindall
Steven J. Thatcher (Deceased)
Emily Tichenor (Deceased)
Michael L. Van Cise
S. Ernest Vandiver, Jr. (Deceased)
Fred H. Walker (Deceased)
C. Wilbur Warner, Jr.
John T. Wasdin
J. Thomas Watson (Deceased)
Nancy Marcuz Wech
Rebecca Hanner White
Alexander D. Williams (Deceased)
Lucia Smith Wilson (Deceased)
O. Lee Wisely, Jr.
C. Knox Withers & Tracy L. Rhodes
Laura E. Woodson
Allen W. Yee
Glenn T. York, Jr. (Deceased)
To be eligible for membership in the Verner F. Chaffin Society, donors must notify the law school in writing of their
charitable intent for the UGA Foundation for the benefit of the law school.  For your convenience, a Statement of
Future Gifts form is available at www.law.uga.edu/ways-make-gift.  Gifts of any amount may be directed to a
particular purpose at the law school, such as the Law School Fund, endowed scholarships, faculty funds, law
library accounts or left unrestricted. These gifts enhance our mission of educating the next generation of lawyers
and leaders.  If you would like further information about the Verner F. Chaffin Society, please contact Phyllis
Cooke in the Law School Advancement Office at (706) 542-7637 or cooke@uga.edu.
JOIN THE VERNER F. CHAFFIN SOCIETY
Employers Faculty Staff Students Library MAKE A GIFT
Custom Search
Honor Roll
The University of Georgia School of Law is proud to recognize all gifts that support our mission. This listing
includes all private donations made between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017, from alumni / alumnae.
Gifts are listed by the following categories:
Founder’s Circle Donors of $50,000 or more
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers Donors of $25,000 – $49,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors Donors of $10,000 or $24,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows Donors of $5,000 to $9,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners Donors of $2,500 to $4,999
Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates Donors of $1,000 to $2,499
Dean’s Council Donors of $500 to $999
Law School Advocates Donors of $250 to $499
Law School Supporters Donors of $100 to $249
Law School Friends Donors of less than $100
+ Class of 1947
 
 
Anonymous Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
 
+ Class of 1949
 
 
 
 
John D. Comer Law School Advocates
Harold L. Murphy Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
James P. Swann, Jr. Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 1950
 
 
 
 
Clarence D. Blount Law School Advocates
George O. Taylor, Jr. Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 1951
 
 
 
 
Wilbur C. Brooks Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1953
 
 
 
 
Morton P. Levine Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1954
 
 
 
 
W. Thomas Roberts, Jr. Law School Advocates
N. C. Theriault Law School Supporters
Howell O. Thomas Law School Friends
Samuel J. Zusmann, Jr. Law School Friends
 
+ Class of 1955
 
 
 
 
J. Dewey Benefield, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Charles P. Miller Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William G. Scrantom, Jr. Law School Advocates
 
+ Class of 1957
 
 
 
 
D. Hugh Connolly Law School Supporters
Frank W. Seiler Dean's Council
 
+ Class of 1958
 
 
 
 
H. Mitchell Dunn, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Norman S. Fletcher Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David A. Handley Law School Supporters
Emory Speer Mabry III Law School Supporters
Roger J. Martinson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
T. Penn McWhorter Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 1959
 
 
 
 
Denny C. Galis Dean's Council
Jerry L. Minge Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 1960
 
 
 
 
Walter W. Mitchell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers
M.T. Simmons, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
John T. Wasdin Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 1961
 
 
 
 
Gary B. Blasingame Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1962
 
 
 
 
George H. Carley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William R. Coleman, Jr. Dean's Council
Herbert M. Crane, Jr. Law School Advocates
John H. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Sidney F. Wheeler Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1963
 
 
 
 
Terrell W. Benton, Jr. Law School Supporters
Charles H. Brown Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
John N. Haley Law School Supporters
Julius M. Hulsey Law School Supporters
Jack Paller Law School Friends
 
+ Class of 1964
 
 
 
 
J. Dickey Crosby Law School Advocates
James B. Franklin Law School Advocates
Wyckliffe A. Knox, Jr. Founder's Circle
Isaac L. Levy Law School Friends
E. Crawford McDonald Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
H. Arthur McLane Dean's Council
William T. Moore, Jr. Law School Advocates
Donald D. Rentz Law School Supporters
Gates T. Richards Dean's Council
Horace H. Sibley Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 1965
 
 
 
 
Charles C. Benedict Law School Supporters
James H. Blanchard Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Dudley H. Bowen Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Gerald F. Handley Law School Advocates
Paul V. Kilpatrick, Jr. Law School Advocates
John S. Noell, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Albert M. Pickett Dean's Council
Carl N. Richardson, Jr. Law School Friends
Edward S. Sell III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William G. Tanner Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Richard G. Tisinger Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Larry Walker Dean's Council
W. Byrd Warlick Law School Supporters
C. Wilbur Warner, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
G. Joseph Weller Law School Friends
 
+ Class of 1966
 
 
 
 
John R. Bennett Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Daniel M. Coursey, Jr. Law School Advocates
R. Alex Crumbley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Philip F. Etheridge Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Charles B. Haygood, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
S. Pope Jones, Jr. Law School Friends
George H. Kreeger Law School Advocates
Robert I. Schramm Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Warren Shulman Law School Advocates
Norman L. Underwood Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1967
 
 
 
 
H. Sanders Carter, Jr. Law School Advocates
Frederick E. Cooper Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
George W. Darden III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Foy S. Horne, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
James M. Ney Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William U. Norwood Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William N. Searcy Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1968
 
 
 
 
Thomas S. Chambless Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Neal L. Conner, Jr. Law School Supporters
Wayne T. Elliott Law School Supporters
Lowell S. Fine Law School Advocates
Gardiner W. Garrard, Jr. Law School Advocates
William S. Goodman Law School Advocates
Ronald W. Rogers Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
J. Leonard Skiles Law School Advocates
Charles R. Swartz Law School Advocates
John M. Tatum Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1969
 
 
 
 
William H. Blalock, Jr. Law School Supporters
William T. Boyett Law School Advocates
W. Joseph Bruckner Law School Advocates
Robert W. Chasteen, Jr. Dean's Council
Ronald S. Cooper Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Harry P. Davis, Jr. Law School Advocates
J. Michael Dover Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
James R. Fortune, Jr. Law School Friends
Thomas J. Harrold, Jr. Founder's Circle
William M. House Law School Supporters
Allen B. Keeble Law School Supporters
Dow N. Kirkpatrick II Law School Advocates
Robert E. Knox, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Milton E. Lefkoff Law School Supporters
Charles N. Pursley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Nathaniel G. Slaughter III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Richard W. Stephens Law School Supporters
Danny C. Tate, Sr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Roswell Daniel Weigle Law School Advocates
 
+ Class of 1970
 
 
 
 
Timothy J. Armstrong Law School Advocates
Edmund A. Booth, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Herman S. Caldwell, Jr. Dean's Council
William A. Clineburg, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
John Stephen Lewis Law School Supporters
William D. Montgomery Law School Advocates
Edwin D. Robb, Jr. Law School Supporters
Gerald S. Tanenbaum Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Paul C. Wilgus Law School Advocates
 
+ Class of 1971
 
 
 
 
C. King Askew Law School Advocates
Jerome Braun Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
B. Thomas Cook, Jr. Law School Supporters
James L. Edmondson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Terry S. Freedman Law School Supporters
Henry G. Garrard III Founder's Circle
David K. Ginn Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ronald E. Ginsberg Law School Supporters
F. Edwin Hallman, Jr. Law School Supporters
Douglas R. Haynie Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William B. Hollberg Law School Supporters
Jack B. Hood Law School Supporters
Michael L. Karpf Law School Supporters
Hubert C. Lovein, Jr. Law School Advocates
Wilson M. MacEwen, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Rollin E. Mallernee II Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Walter B. McClelland Law School Advocates
Randall B. Scoggins Law School Advocates
Charles T. Staples Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William J. Stembler Founder's Circle
W. Brooks Stillwell III Law School Friends
J. Thomas Vance Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
+ Class of 1972
 
 
 
 
Roy E. Barnes Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Marcus B. Calhoun, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Michael R. Casper Law School Supporters
Michael J. Cohen Law School Advocates
McCarthy Crenshaw, Jr. Law School Advocates
Robert O. Freeman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Michael C. Garvey Law School Supporters
John T. Glover Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Arthur K. Goto Dean's Council
C. Thompson Harley Law School Supporters
Kevin S. King Law School Supporters
William W. Lavigno III Law School Advocates
J. Rodgers Lunsford III Law School Advocates
David R. Montgomery Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
George E. Mudter, Jr. Law School Advocates
George E. Mundy Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Richard L. Ormand Law School Advocates
Ronald H. Rentz Dean's Council
Russell L. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J.D. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
William C. Tinsley II Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Robert B. Wedge Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
Samuel N. Werbin Law School Advocates
+ Class of 1973
 
 
 
 
John F. Allgood Law School Supporters
Robert L. Berry, Jr. Law School Advocates
T. Kennerly Carroll, Jr. Law School Supporters
Richard B. Chandler, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Donald L. Crosby Law School Friends
Donald J. Ellis Dean's Council
James C. Folk Law School Supporters
James L. Ford Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David A. Fox Law School Supporters
Greg E. Gregory III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David C. Hagaman Law School Advocates
Tommy R. Hankinson Law School Supporters
William Henry Kitchens Dean's Council
Leighton W. Lang Law School Supporters
C. Read Morton, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
H. Allen Moye Dean's Council
Donald B. Napier Law School Advocates
William P. Payne Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers
Thomas O. Powell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. David Roper Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jack S. Schroder, Jr. Law School Supporters
William W. Shearouse, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Rees M. Sumerford Law School Advocates
W. Dennis Summers Law School Supporters
Frank W. Virgin Law School Advocates
 
+ Class of 1974
 
 
 
 
Wm. Morgan Akin Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William D. Barwick Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Bruce H. Beerman (Deceased) Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William T. Bennett III Law School Supporters
C. Gray Bethea, Jr. Law School Supporters
Jesse G. Bowles III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Charles L. Browne III Law School Friends
J. David Burroughs Law School Friends
John M. Carlton, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
John R. Cleveland Dean's Council
Eugene W. Dabbs IV Law School Advocates
John J. Fitzpatrick, Jr. Law School Advocates
James L. Gale Law School Supporters
Steven P. Gilliam Dean's Council
Howell Hollis III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Thomas E. Jones, Jr. Dean's Council
Thomas J. Killeen, Jr. Law School Friends
W. Russell King Founder's Circle
Edmund M. Kneisel Law School Supporters
Thomas G. Ledford Law School Supporters
Roy M. Lilly, Jr. Law School Advocates
James E. Mahar, Jr. Law School Supporters
David L. Marshall Dean's Council
William L. Martin III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Carl S. Pedigo, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
James M. Poe Law School Advocates
Michael S. Reeves Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Benjamine Reid Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ashley Royal Law School Supporters
O. Eugene Sain, Jr. Law School Friends
William J. Self II Law School Advocates
Robert W. Steinbruegge Law School Supporters
Henry C. Tharpe, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William L. Tucker Law School Advocates
Thomas W. Tucker Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
A. Stephenson Wallace Law School Supporters
Marshall T. Walsh Law School Supporters
Donald F. Walton Law School Advocates
+ Class of 1975
 
 
 
 
Robert T. Bockman Law School Friends
Susan V. Boleyn Law School Advocates
Frank L. Butler III Law School Advocates
Julie E. Carnes Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Walter N. Cohen Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Loring A. Gray, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stephen F. Greenberg Law School Advocates
Margaret N. Guerrero Law School Supporters
Michael L. Hipps Law School Friends
Charles A. Hunnicutt Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
E. Bruce Mather Law School Supporters
Janice A. Mays Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Rod G. Meadows Law School Supporters
 
Terry L. Miller Law School Advocates
Philip W. Norwood Dean's Council
Charles E. Orck Dean's Council
James W. Purcell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Thomas F. Richardson Law School Supporters
L. Joseph Shaheen, Jr. Dean's Council
Clifford A. Sticher Law School Supporters
Robert R. Stubbs Law School Supporters
C. Sammy Thomas Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Keith W. Vaughan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Kirk W. Watkins Dean's Council
Joe D. Whitley Dean's Council
Dorothy Dent Wilson Law School Advocates
Joel O. Wooten Founder's Circle
Barry L. Zimmerman Law School Advocates
+ Class of 1976
 
 
 
 
Donald R. Andersen Law School Supporters
W. Leon Barfield Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Curtis R. Boren Law School Supporters
Alfred N. Corriere Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David Dunham Law School Supporters
Robert N. Elkins Law School Friends
John A. Ferguson, Jr. Law School Advocates
Robert W. Hassett Law School Supporters
Eleanor Dunlap Henderson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
James L. Henderson III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Kathleen Horne Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Charles E. Jabaley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Terry Smith Labat Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Barbara Mendel Mayden Dean's Council
C. Peter Melton Law School Supporters
James R. Moye Law School Supporters
J. Ronald Mullins, Jr. Law School Supporters
John P. Neal III Law School Supporters
John J. Ossick, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Daryl A. Robinson Law School Supporters
Michael H. Schroder Law School Supporters
J. Stephen Schuster Law School Advocates
Stanton J. Shapiro Law School Advocates
Stephen E. Shepard Dean's Council
Richard H. Siegel Law School Supporters
Kenneth S. Stepp Law School Friends
 
Michael B.T. Wilkes Law School Advocates
+ Class of 1977
 
 
 
 
Leon Adams, Jr. Law School Advocates
Donna G. Barwick Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David B. Bell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
James E. Bethel Law School Advocates
Thomas L. Bower III Dean's Council
Joseph P. Brennan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Rikard L. Bridges Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
James J. Brissette Law School Advocates
James. E. Butler, Jr. Founder's Circle
Diane Sanborn Calloway Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
John L. Coalson, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Dorothy Waters Courington Law School Friends
Richard H. Deane, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David H. Dickey Law School Supporters
Donnie Dixon Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
John L. Douglas Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Joseph M. Feuer Law School Advocates
Elizabeth Conlin Gary Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. Hamrick Gnann, Jr. Law School Supporters
Robert L. Goldstucker Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Mark E. Grantham Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
G. Sanders Griffith III Founder's Circle
Robert P. Hein Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Andrew J. Hill III Law School Supporters
Edward M. Hughes Law School Supporters
J. Alexander Johnson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stanley S. Jones, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Donald R. Livingston Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
James J. Macie Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
John T. McGoldrick, Jr. Law School Advocates
B. Michael Mears Law School Supporters
Lesly Gaynor Murray Dean's Council
C. Randall Nuckolls Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Coleman A. Nutter Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Timothy A. Pape Law School Supporters
Kimley Johnson Skotzko Law School Supporters
J. Steven Stewart Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jay L. Strongwater Law School Advocates
T. Treadwell Syfan Law School Supporters
Roland B. Williams Law School Advocates
J. Grant Wilmer, Jr. Law School Supporters
 
Charles S. Wynne Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Mary Mitchell Yates Dean's Council
+ Class of 1978
 
 
 
 
William P. Bartles Law School Advocates
Dana F. Braun Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Albert Caproni III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
John L. Carr, Jr. Law School Advocates
Gerard M. Chapman Law School Advocates
Julie Childs Law School Supporters
Susan Warren Cox Law School Advocates
Wade M. Crumbley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William T. Daniel, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
N. Karen Deming Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Christopher W. DiSenso Law School Friends
Carl W. Duyck Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
T. Bart Gary Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
H. Emily George Law School Advocates
Donald I. Hackney, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Mary T. Hall Law School Friends
John R. Hawkins, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Kenneth M. Henson, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
William H. Hope II Law School Advocates
S. Lark Ingram Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William S. Jones Dean's Council
Theodore W. Kassinger Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ruth A. Knox Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. Curtis Lewis III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Nancy Reeves Mansfield Dean's Council
Tinsley Randolph Merrill Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
George R. Neuhauser Law School Advocates
Keith M. Oelke Law School Advocates
Philip L. Ray, Jr. Dean's Council
Dudley C. Reynolds Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Thomas H. Rogers, Jr. Law School Advocates
Janney E. Sanders Law School Advocates
Robert O. Sands Law School Advocates
Richard L. Shackelford Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
G.R. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Gordon A. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Mary E. Staley Law School Advocates
Richard W. Story Law School Supporters
Don L. Waters Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
William N. Withrow, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
 
+ Class of 1979
 
 
 
 
Luis A. Aguilar Dean's Council
S. Carol Baird Law School Supporters
Eleanor Banister Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
E. Thomas Branch, Jr. Law School Advocates
Valerie Caproni Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Richard R. Carlson Law School Friends
Larry H. Chesin Law School Supporters
David Cook Law School Advocates
John B. Copenhaver Dean's Council
Luis Cruz Law School Supporters
Hugh M. Davenport Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William D. deGolian Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. Griffin Doyle Dean's Council
Robert E. Flournoy III Law School Advocates
Stephen E. Franzén Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Joseph M. Freeman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Kay A. Giese Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
E. David Hart, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Phillip L. Hartley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Weyman T. Johnson, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Cada T. Kilgore III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Edward B. Krugman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Gene A. Major Law School Supporters
Jo Lanier Meeks Law School Advocates
Hal Meeks Law School Advocates
Carol Ellis Morgan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Michael A. Morris Law School Advocates
Sandra Ganus Moses Law School Advocates
Jeffrey C. Quinn Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Laurie Gregory Remter Law School Supporters
Philip C. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David R. Sweat Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
John M. Tanzine III Law School Advocates
Ann Arnold Watkins Law School Advocates
P. Leslie Wharton Law School Supporters
Robert A. Whitlow Law School Supporters
Elbert. N. Whitmire III Law School Supporters
Frank L. Wilson III Law School Advocates
Rhys T. Wilson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William B. Wood Dean's Council
 
+ Class of 1980
 
 
 
 
Bridget Bagley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
H. Michael Bagley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Douglas A. Bennett Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Susan R. Boltacz Dean's Council
Steven A. Cornelison Law School Supporters
Betsy C. Cox Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Richard E. Currie Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Rufus T. Dorsey IV Law School Supporters
Therese Glisson Franzén Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Gregory A. Garcia Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Robert D. Goldsmith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Henry B. Harris III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Christopher W. Hine Law School Supporters
James D. Hollingsworth Law School Supporters
Richard H. Lee Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. Michael Levengood Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Dana B. Miles Dean's Council
Jere W. Morehead Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Floyd C. Newton III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Alan S. Peevy Law School Advocates
Timothy A. Peterson Law School Supporters
Thomas M. Ramee Law School Supporters
Ann Adams Shuler Dean's Council
Norman J. Slawsky Law School Friends
David P. Soulis Law School Friends
Janet McGrew Stein Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Sharon Douglas Stokes Law School Advocates
 
+ Class of 1981
 
 
 
 
Sergio O. Alvarez-Mena III Law School Advocates
Donald J. Aronin Law School Advocates
Richard W. Bell Law School Supporters
Hubert J. Bell, Jr. Dean's Council
Clark E. Candler Dean's Council
Teresa Atkinson Candler Dean's Council
Timothy F. Coen Dean's Council
N. Jackson Cotney, Jr. Law School Advocates
J. David Dantzler, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Mark T. Dietrichs Law School Advocates
 
Doris L. Downs Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Bertis E. Downs IV Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Pamela DeAngelis Duncan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Elizabeth Wallace Fleming Law School Advocates
Jennifer Wheatley Fletcher Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Herbert E. Franklin, Jr. Law School Supporters
James P. Gerard Law School Advocates
Paula Taylor Hanington Law School Supporters
William D. Harvard Dean's Council
Joseph H. Hodges III Law School Supporters
I. Gregory Hodges Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
William R. Jenkins Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ezra B. Jones III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David T. Lock Law School Advocates
Beverly B. Martin Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
R. James McCune, Jr. Law School Friends
Hall F. McKinley III Dean's Council
Pamela G. Montgomery Dean's Council
Patrick T. O'Connor Law School Supporters
Nathan B. Pride Law School Supporters
Kenneth S. Resnick Dean's Council
J. Russell Ross Law School Supporters
J. David Smith Law School Advocates
E. Kendrick Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Lauren Duane Sprague Law School Friends
Joseph C. Staak Dean's Council
Grant T. Stein Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Lawton E. Stephens Law School Advocates
Nancy Smith Stephenson Law School Supporters
Warren G. Swartz Law School Advocates
David E. Tuszynski Law School Advocates
Frederick L. Warren III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
+ Class of 1982
 
 
 
 
Charles A. Allen Law School Supporters
Kathelen Van Blarcum Amos Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers
Allie Edwards Armistead Law School Advocates
James S. Barry III Law School Supporters
O. Elizabeth Bell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Joe C. Bishop Law School Advocates
D. Albert Brannen, Jr. Dean's Council
Robert D. Cheeley Founder's Circle
J. Michael Davis Law School Supporters
Dana Garrett Diment Law School Supporters
 
Richard A. Diment Law School Supporters
Patricia G. Griffith Law School Advocates
J. Randal Hall Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Steven F. Hauser Dean's Council
Paul David Hay Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Horace J. Johnson Jr. Law School Supporters
Kristen Gustafson Juras Law School Supporters
Mamie Kresses Law School Advocates
Jeffrey Y. Lewis Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William H. Major III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David C. Marshall Dean's Council
Michael L. McGlamry Dean's Council
Ginger S. McRae Dean's Council
T. Ryan Mock, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Easter P. Moses Law School Advocates
John E. Niedrach Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
James A. Orr Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jeanne L. Player Law School Friends
Carl A. Rhodes Law School Advocates
Caryl Greenberg Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Steven W. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Charles W. Snyder Law School Supporters
R. David Syfan Law School Supporters
John L. Watkins Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Richard A. Wilhelm Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
+ Class of 1983
 
 
 
 
Gregory A. Adams Dean's Council
Stephen C. Andrews Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Amelia W. Baker Law School Supporters
Robert B. Baker, Jr. Law School Advocates
Henry B. Bargeron Law School Supporters
Anne Elizabeth Barnes Law School Supporters
Sandra Mayer Baumwald Law School Advocates
Frederic S. Beloin Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Paul R. Bennett Law School Advocates
Paul R. Beshears Law School Supporters
Brian D. Bodker Law School Supporters
Vicki Vaughan Breman Law School Supporters
Mary Real Chapin Law School Friends
Gregory R. Crochet Law School Supporters
David P. Darden Law School Advocates
Mary Irene Dickerson Law School Supporters
Jonathan M. Engram Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
Larry K. Evans Law School Advocates
C. Michael Evert, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Laurie A. Fowler Dean's Council
Fonda Saxon Froistad Law School Supporters
Barry L. Gold Law School Advocates
Susan Cramer Herring Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Wade W. Herring II Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Julius C. Highsmith, Jr. Law School Friends
Eric T. Johnson Law School Supporters
Robert S. Kahn Law School Supporters
Wesley C. King, Jr. Law School Supporters
James B. Matthews III Law School Supporters
George W. Mize, Jr. Law School Supporters
W. Henry Parkman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Christopher E. Penna Law School Advocates
Tim Ramsey Law School Supporters
Randall F. Rogers Law School Friends
Robb K. Sallee Law School Advocates
Elizabeth Dillon Sharp Law School Advocates
Christina Cooley Smith Law School Supporters
David A. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Gregory C. Sowell Law School Supporters
George L. Strobel II Law School Supporters
Robert D. Wildstein Law School Supporters
+ Class of 1984
 
 
 
 
Alisa M. Austin Law School Friends
Frederick A. Bading Law School Supporters
Timothy C. Batten, Sr. Law School Supporters
James L. Bentley III Law School Friends
Wade A. Buser Dean's Council
Theodore T. Carellas Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
B. Lynn Chastain Founder's Circle
Alan A. Cook Law School Supporters
Elizabeth Raines Cook Law School Advocates
J. Anderson Davis Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Stephen J. Easley Law School Friends
Ellen Thompson Evancho Dean's Council
Warner S. Fox Dean's Council
Joseph M. Gannam Dean's Council
David F. Golden Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Marcus Hodge Law School Supporters
Elizabeth Bloom Hodges Law School Supporters
Hugh T. Hunter Law School Supporters
 
Ralph W. Illges Law School Supporters
Melanie L. Marks Dean's Council
C. Bradford Marsh Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. Dean Marshall, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Samuel M. Matchett Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Werner W. Mielke Law School Supporters
Albert F. Nasuti Law School Supporters
Todd E. Naugle Dean's Council
J. Kennard Neal Law School Advocates
Craig K. Pendergrast Law School Supporters
Teresa Williams Pendergrast Law School Supporters
Mark W. Sanders Dean's Council
Jeffrey S. Sharp Law School Advocates
Sidney O. Smith III Law School Supporters
W. Scott Sorrels Dean's Council
John M. Stephenson Law School Supporters
Leah Fallin Sumner Law School Advocates
Michael E. Sumner Law School Advocates
Alan N. Sutin Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Wiley A. Wasden III Dean's Council
Michael N. Weathersby Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers
Risë J. Weathersby Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers
Valinda Barrett Wolfert Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
+ Class of 1985
 
 
 
 
John M. Breen Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Joseph W. Bryan Law School Supporters
Allen Buckley Law School Friends
John T. Cook Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Michelle Wilder Dodds Law School Supporters
John J. Ellington Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
T. Michael Flinn Law School Advocates
Russell C. Gabriel Law School Advocates
Robert P. Hall III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Robin Goff Hallberg Law School Friends
J. Madden Hatcher III Law School Supporters
Vivian D. Hoard Law School Supporters
Michael O. Horgan Law School Supporters
Daniel F. Johnson Law School Supporters
Walter E. Johnson Dean's Council
James P. Kelly III Dean's Council
David K. Linder Law School Supporters
Keith W. Mason Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Christopher J. McFadden Law School Advocates
 
Tandy McNeal Menk Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
W. Russell Patterson, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Patricia Tanzer Paul Law School Supporters
Gerald L. Pouncey, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William R. Rice Law School Supporters
Melody Z. Richardson Law School Supporters
Alan F. Rothschild, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Herbert J. Short, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
David Russell Smith Law School Advocates
John P. Spalding Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
S. Kerry Tassopoulos Law School Advocates
Phillip D. Wilkins Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Karen Jenkins Young Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
+ Class of 1986
 
 
 
 
Teresa Thomas Aitkins Law School Advocates
Deborah A. Ausburn Law School Supporters
Charles R. Center Dean's Council
John T. Chesser III Dean's Council
Joseph D. Cooley III Law School Supporters
Cheryl F. Custer Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
William V. Custer IV Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Jan Meadows Davidson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Russell B. Davis Law School Supporters
Megan C. De Vorsey Law School Advocates
Kathy Kraft Dorough Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Scott A. Farrow Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Deborah Morgan Foresman Law School Supporters
William C. Gentry Dean's Council
Stephen S. Goss Law School Supporters
Daniel P. Griffin Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
J. Jeffrey Helms, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Cathy Harris Helms Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jay F. Hirsch Law School Supporters
R. Dale Hughes Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
LeeAnn Jones Dean's Council
Thomas Matthew Mashburn Law School Friends
Wayne T. Moor Law School Friends
David A. Nix Law School Advocates
Laura Fink Nix Law School Advocates
J. Steven Parker Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Bradley J. Patten Law School Supporters
Charles G. Spalding Law School Advocates
Rita Capitan Spalding Dean's Council
 
Marlan B. Wilbanks Founder's Circle
+ Class of 1987
 
 
 
 
John M. Allan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Douglas G. Ashworth Dean's Council
Joseph B. Atkins, Sr. Law School Supporters
Julia Rankin Baun Law School Supporters
Catherine McKenzie Bowman Law School Supporters
D. Campbell Bowman, Jr. Law School Supporters
Brian P. Cain Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Lori Torgerson Chesser Dean's Council
Melissa Standard Dillon Law School Supporters
James B. Ellington Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Sidney A. Gelernter Law School Advocates
Suzette Haynie Greco Law School Supporters
Steve C. Jones Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Richard Kopelman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Janet Quick Lewis Law School Supporters
Peter D. Muller Law School Friends
John H. Peavy, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Neal Quirk Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Tina Shadix Roddenbery Dean's Council
Randi Shanley Rooney Dean's Council
Gregory L. Roseboro Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Dean W. Russell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Janice Chandler Sharp Law School Advocates
Leigh McCranie Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Reginald R. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Michael B. Terry Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Wade H. Tomlinson III Law School Supporters
Carol A. Watson Law School Advocates
Terry E. Williams Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
+ Class of 1988
 
 
 
 
William T. Clark Law School Supporters
William M. Dallas III Law School Supporters
William F. Sparks Dean's Council
Timothy J. McGaughey Law School Supporters
Thomas P. Lauth III Law School Advocates
 
Susan S. Lanigan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Stephanie Yancey Hunter Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Robert M. Keenan III Dean's Council
Richard W. Schmidt Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Putnam C. Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Paul G. Justice Law School Supporters
Molly D. Pruett Law School Supporters
Maureen T. Callahan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Marybeth Robertson Atkins Law School Supporters
Mary Piette Justice Law School Supporters
Lothar W. Baum Law School Advocates
Leon S. Jones Law School Supporters
Lawrence B. Domenico Law School Supporters
Judith DeMeester Nichols Law School Friends
James R. Borders Founder's Circle
James M. Jordan III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
James A. Walker, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Hollister A. Hill Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Henry M. Quillian III Law School Advocates
Greg K. Hecht Dean's Council
G. Lee Welborn Law School Supporters
G. Graham Holden Law School Advocates
Florence E. Harmon Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Elizabeth Brannen Chandler Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Edward L. Rouse Law School Advocates
E. Gail Gunnells Dean's Council
David L. Turner Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David J. Maslia Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Celia Patrick Quillian Law School Advocates
Catherine Nemetz Clutter Law School Supporters
Brian R. Balow Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Benjamin H. Pruett Law School Supporters
Benjamin H. Brewton Law School Supporters
Arthur D. Strathern III Law School Friends
Albert A. Myers III Law School Advocates
+ Class of 1989
 
 
 
 
Anonymous Law School Supporters
Z. Scott Birdwell Law School Supporters
Stephanie V. Chavies Law School Supporters
Thomas C. Chubb III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
David E. Clark Law School Supporters
Yvette Kinsey Daniels Law School Advocates
Peter J. Daughtery (Deceased) Dean's Council
 
Todd R. Davidson Law School Supporters
Elliot S. Davis Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Daniel S. Digby Dean's Council
Dorothy Black Franzoni Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Joe F. Harris, Jr. Law School Supporters
Catherine Henry Hicks Dean's Council
Gregory S. Hilderbran Law School Supporters
Al B. Hill Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
W. Byron Hurley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
David A. LaMalva Dean's Council
Mark A. Loeffler Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Nikolai Makarenko, Jr. Law School Supporters
Roy E. Manoll III Law School Supporters
Kirby Gould Mason Law School Supporters
Gregory B. McMenamy, Jr. Dean's Council
Lucy E. Phillips Law School Friends
Alan J. Prince Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Nancy L. Richardson Law School Supporters
Rodney S. Shockley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Lisa Smith Siegel Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Michael A. Siegel Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Teri A. Simmons Law School Advocates
Robert S. Stein Law School Supporters
Wendy A. Strassner Law School Supporters
Audrey Boone Tillman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Jessica R. Towne Law School Supporters
Martha Deedy Turner Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Linda Thompson Walker Law School Advocates
Robert L. Welch Law School Supporters
Frank N. White Law School Supporters
Mary Frances Wright Law School Supporters
+ Class of 1990
 
 
 
 
Timothy J. Buckley III Law School Advocates
Thomas D. Calkins Law School Supporters
Barbara Webb Cash Law School Supporters
Bruce D. Cohen Dean's Council
Eleanor Patat Cotton Law School Supporters
Katherine D. Dixon Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Donald C. Evans, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Laura Langford Frick Dean's Council
Jean-Marie R. Henckaerts Law School Supporters
Lucy Kimbrough Henry Law School Friends
Anne Templeton LaMalva Dean's Council
 
David I. Matthews, Jr. Law School Advocates
W. Richard Mattox Law School Friends
Kellie R. Casey Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Susan R. Myers Law School Supporters
Robert E. Norman Law School Supporters
Emilie Koers Petrovich Dean's Council
William M. Ray II Dean's Council
Julia Willcox Lumpkin Sando Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ethelyn N. Simpson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Melanie D. Wilson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Lisa Godbey Wood Law School Advocates
Laura E. Woodson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
+ Class of 1991
 
 
 
 
Wm. Curtis Anderson Law School Supporters
Susan D. Barrett Law School Supporters
Barbara Daenner Carswell Dean's Council
Jody Jenkins Corry Dean's Council
Traci Green Courville Dean's Council
Laura Hauck Covington Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Santhia L. Curtis Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Jaimie Briggs DeLoach (Deceased) Law School Advocates
Jonathan W. DeLoach Law School Advocates
Joseph W. Dent Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
David L. Gappa Law School Supporters
Kenneth B. Hodges III Dean's Council
Shawn R. Holtzclaw Law School Advocates
Randolph H. Houchins Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Evan W. Jones Law School Supporters
Ellen Brown Landers Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stephen C. Petrovich Dean's Council
R. Daniel Price Law School Friends
Nancy Rafuse Founder's Circle
Thomas C. Rowsey Law School Advocates
Michael J. Sharp Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Joel N. Shiver Law School Supporters
Stephen E.B. Smith Law School Supporters
Jennifer Moore Vaughan Dean's Council
Mei-Hui Wei Law School Supporters
Amy Lloyd Weisbecker Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Paul L. Weisbecker Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Susan E. Wilson Law School Friends
+ Class of 1992
 
+ Class of 1993
 
 
 
 
Meredith Martin Addy Law School Advocates
Hope Reynolds Arbery Law School Advocates
Scott A. Ball Law School Supporters
Jeffrey L. Berhold Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jeffery W. Cavender Law School Friends
Kevin A. Cranman Law School Advocates
Jennifer Snow Diefenbacher Law School Supporters
Michael M. Duclos Dean's Council
T. Scott Duncan Dean's Council
Joseph A. Fried Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Joan Alexander Gabel Law School Supporters
John T. Glover, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Michael E. Hardin Law School Advocates
Susan Golomb Hardin Law School Advocates
Holmes J. Hawkins III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Daniel P. Hoffey Law School Supporters
Elizabeth Pope Holmes Law School Supporters
Kenneth P. Jones Law School Supporters
W. Rhett Lawrence Law School Friends
Michael M. Raeber Dean's Council
Joseph C. Sharp Law School Advocates
M. Tyler Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Richard P. Spencer II Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
A. Lucy Tomberlin Law School Supporters
Hector P. Vargas Jr. Dean's Council
Tony Waller Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ashley B. Watson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Barry M. Wolfe Law School Friends
 
+ Class of 1994
 
 
 
 
Allan G. Altera Dean's Council
Barbara Burgess Altera Dean's Council
Christopher T. Anderson Law School Advocates
W. Christopher Arbery Law School Advocates
Sarah Bartholomew Law School Friends
Robert W. Barton Law School Supporters
S. Kendall Butterworth Dean's Council
Scott D. Cahalan Law School Advocates
 
Alexander A. Chambers Law School Advocates
Thomas S. Cullen Law School Supporters
Dennis G. Dozier Dean's Council
Elizabeth M. Grant Dean's Council
S. Jefferson Greenway Law School Supporters
Abbott S. Hayes, Jr. Law School Supporters
Walter W. Hays, Jr. Law School Supporters
Douglas R. Kertscher Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Amy G. Lapeza Law School Friends
Michael L. Miller Law School Advocates
Robert J. Moye III Law School Advocates
Page Pate Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Darren W. Penn Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Amy Lou King Reynolds Law School Supporters
T. Wesley Robinson Law School Supporters
Christine M. Scartz Law School Supporters
Rebecca Burnaugh Segrest Dean's Council
Jay E. Sloman Law School Supporters
Harry R. Tear Law School Advocates
Henry R. Thompson Law School Supporters
Trey Tompkins Dean's Council
Jennifer B. Tourial Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
John P. Webb Law School Supporters
+ Class of 1995
 
 
 
 
Susan C. Bird Law School Supporters
Keith D. Bodoh Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Cale H. Conley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Timothy L. Covington Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Geoffrey P. Engelman Law School Supporters
Bonnie Keith Green Law School Supporters
Phillip S. Hibbard Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stephen A. Hodge Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Rebecca A. Hoelting Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Julia A. Houston Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
M. Todd King Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
R. Lee Mann III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Kevin J. Mencke Law School Advocates
Kristin Loecke Miller Law School Advocates
Ceasar C. Mitchell, Jr. Law School Supporters
James K. Reed Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Sharon Hurt Reeves Law School Supporters
Mitchell Charles Robins Law School Supporters
Alan T. Rosselot Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
Mark J. Rozman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ted M. Scartz Law School Supporters
Ryan Schneider Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
P. Charles Scholle Law School Friends
Christopher R. Stovall Law School Friends
Stephanie Brunner Tillman Law School Advocates
Ivo Vissenberg Law School Supporters
Andrew H. Walcoff Law School Supporters
Timothy W. Wilson Law School Friends
+ Class of 1996
 
 
 
 
R. Michael Barry, Jr. Law School Supporters
Shannon Casey Baxter Dean's Council
Neil A. Besse Law School Supporters
James D. Blitch IV Law School Advocates
Jean-Paul Boulee Law School Supporters
William C. Buhay Law School Advocates
Dorsey R. Carson, Jr. Law School Advocates
Samuel J. Crowe Law School Advocates
Kacy C. Eaves Law School Friends
Elizabeth Cabral Engelman Law School Supporters
Thomas E. Fanslow Law School Supporters
Jeanine Gibbs Garvie Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Cheri A. Grosvenor Dean's Council
Bridget Bobick James Law School Advocates
James C. Joedecke, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Kevin D. Kirby Dean's Council
John M. Lee Law School Advocates
Jeong-Hwa Lee Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Laura Towe Lloyd Law School Supporters
Scott C. Lloyd Law School Supporters
Kimberly Many-Jovanovic Law School Supporters
Angela J. Mason Law School Supporters
Tracie Johnson Maurer Law School Supporters
Devereaux F. McClatchey V Law School Supporters
Alicia Marin Mitchell Law School Supporters
John C. Patton Law School Supporters
W. Gregory Pope Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stephanie D. Ratcliffe Dean's Council
Tanya Doherty Reagan Law School Friends
Mark A. Shaffer Law School Advocates
Benjie R. Tarbutton Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Sonja R. Tate Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
SaraAnn Shealy Vaughan Law School Advocates
 
Jerald L. Watts II Law School Advocates
David T. Wiley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
+ Class of 1997
 
 
 
 
Maiser M. Aboneaaj Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Lee Ann Sparks Anand Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Lee Ann Bambach Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Mildred A. Bennett Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Amy Smith Boyer Law School Advocates
George W. "Chip" Brown III Law School Supporters
Margaret LaConte Chapura Law School Supporters
Tonnye Conner-White Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
L. Clint Crosby, Jr. Dean's Council
Brian R. Dempsey Law School Friends
Michael P. Dickey Law School Advocates
Randolph Frails Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Michael L. Goldberg Founder's Circle
Bradley W. Grout Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Megan Webb Grout Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. Ellsworth Hall IV Law School Advocates
Jon-Selby R. Hawk Law School Advocates
Thomas L. Hayslett III Law School Supporters
Jessica L. Heywood Dean's Council
Lawrence T. Humphrey Law School Supporters
G. Edgar James Law School Supporters
Mary Sellers Kirby Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
W. Thomas Lacy, Jr. Law School Supporters
A. Michael Lee, Jr. Law School Supporters
Jean Woods Luciani Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jacob A. Maurer Law School Supporters
Katherine Hung Newsom Law School Advocates
J. Alvin Newton, Jr. Law School Supporters
R. Christina Wall Law School Supporters
James M. Ottley Law School Friends
Elizabeth Jones Pope Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Robert H. Sandwich, Jr. Dean's Council
Joseph G. Silver Law School Advocates
Luther J. Smith III Law School Friends
Robert J. Soper Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Sustainers
Brian S. Tatum Law School Supporters
Woodrow W. Vaughan III Law School Advocates
 
+ Class of 1998
 
 
 
 
Kiran A. Ahuja Law School Supporters
Anonymous Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Joshua C. Bell Law School Advocates
Alison Wansley Burgess Law School Supporters
J. Vance Burgess III Law School Supporters
C. Andrew Childers Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Natalie Dopson Schweers Dean's Council
Patrick D. Conner Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Elizabeth McKinney deRosset Law School Friends
David A. Dismuke Law School Supporters
Jeanna Gregory Fennell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Hilary Herris Fentress Law School Supporters
Anna Burdeshaw Fretwell Dean's Council
Joerg Fries Law School Friends
David P. Gessert Law School Supporters
Susan Walker Coico Law School Supporters
Justin H. Hayes Law School Advocates
Carolyne Beaty Hilton Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Scott A. Hodgin Law School Supporters
D. Clayton Howell Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Sean L. Hynes Law School Supporters
Hope C. Allen Law School Advocates
Anthony D. Lehman Dean's Council
Charles M. LeRoux III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Caroline LaFleur Loftin Law School Friends
James M. McGee Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stephen B. Moseley Law School Advocates
Kelly Casey Mullally Law School Supporters
Phaedra C. Parks Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Ranse M. Partin Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Andrew T. Starr Law School Friends
Matthew T. Strickland Law School Advocates
Molly K. Talley Law School Advocates
Bradford R. Turner Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Josh B. Wages Dean's Council
Alysa J. Ward Dean's Council
Stacy Berkowitz Williams Dean's Council
 
+ Class of 1999
 
 
 
 
 
W. Bradley Carver Law School Advocates
T.C. Spencer Pryor Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Sherry V. Neal Law School Supporters
Shelly Townley Martin Law School Advocates
Ryan K. Walsh Dean's Council
Robin S. Wharton Law School Supporters
Robert C. Davis III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Reginald M. Jones Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
R. Christopher Irwin III Law School Supporters
Monica Stucky Goudy Law School Supporters
Michael J. McCleary Law School Supporters
Melissa D. Bolton Law School Advocates
L. Dan Loy Law School Friends
Kevin G. Meeks Dean's Council
Keith A. Jernigan Law School Supporters
Karen Tyler Farr Law School Supporters
Justin R. Howard Dean's Council
Julia Hill Jernigan Law School Supporters
Joshua D. Walker Dean's Council
John C. Rogers Law School Supporters
Jason A. Dean Law School Supporters
J. Patrick Elsevier Law School Advocates
J. Maria Waters Law School Advocates
F. Valerie Rusk Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Eugene W. Luciani Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Elizabeth Weeks Leonard Dean's Council
Donna L. Keeton Law School Supporters
Daniel S. Wright Law School Supporters
Colin A. McRae Law School Advocates
Clement C. Doyle Dean's Council
Christopher P. Twyman Dean's Council
Christopher M. Carr Dean's Council
Cecil C. Kramer Law School Advocates
Brandon M. Barron Law School Advocates
Bradford L. Love Dean's Council
Amy Meyer Burns Law School Friends
Adriane Yelton Sammons Law School Supporters
+ Class of 2000
 
 
 
 
James L. "Lanny" Allgood III Law School Advocates
James E. Baker Dean's Council
Kenneth C. Bruley Law School Advocates
Simone D. Cain Law School Friends
Christina Hull Eikhoff Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
 
Alfred L. Evans III Law School Supporters
Glianny Fagundo Law School Supporters
Michael N. Loebl Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Frank D. LoMonte Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
J. Matthew Loudermilk Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
D. Wright McLeod Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Patrick S. Mitchell Law School Supporters
Rivka D. Monheit Law School Supporters
Michael E. Perez Law School Advocates
Megan L. Pritts Law School Supporters
Shyam Reddy Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Paul B. Smart Law School Supporters
John W. Stephenson, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
James B. Trotter Law School Advocates
Julie M. Wade Law School Advocates
Scott S. Williams Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Alison Van Lear Law School Advocates
Matthew S. Yungwirth Law School Advocates
+ Class of 2001
 
 
 
 
Frank Beacham Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
W. Michael D'Antignac, Jr. Law School Advocates
Bartow B. Duncan III Law School Supporters
Amity Hough Farrar Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Michael G. Geoffroy Law School Advocates
Michael P. Kohler Dean's Council
V. Kevin Lang Law School Supporters
Thomas L. McDaniel, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Sean R. Mikula Law School Supporters
Charles J. Moulton Law School Advocates
Elisabeth Quinn Prescott Law School Supporters
Rebecca Crumrine Rieder Dean's Council
Jason R. Samuels Law School Friends
Hesham M. Sharawy Law School Supporters
James W. Stevens II Law School Supporters
Vanessa Weeks Sykes Law School Supporters
Ansley Bell Threlkeld Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Paul H. Threlkeld Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
James M. Weathersby Law School Advocates
Kevin P. Weimer Law School Supporters
Anne Allen Westbrook Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 2002
 
 
 
 
A. Bryan Baer Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Brennan W. Bolt Law School Advocates
Dustin T. Brown Law School Advocates
Jennifer L. Chapman Law School Advocates
Jason B. Cohen Law School Supporters
Robyn Wilensky Farmer Law School Supporters
Ashley A. Halfman Dean's Council
Emily C. Hammond Law School Supporters
Thomas H. Hawk III Dean's Council
David E. Howard Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Edward A. Marshall Dean's Council
Gregory B. Mauldin Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Keith A. Mauriello Dean's Council
Robert L. McCorkle Law School Advocates
Kevin J. McDonough Law School Advocates
Felicia Jones Nickerson Law School Advocates
William M. Overend Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Christopher M. Rosselli Law School Advocates
Catherine A. Ryan Law School Advocates
James W. Scarbrough Law School Supporters
Jon D. Stewart, Jr. Law School Supporters
Kevin J. Tallant Law School Supporters
Benjamin J. Vinson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
Jeffrey S. Ward Law School Supporters
L. Paige Younkins Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 2003
 
 
 
 
Joshua B. Belinfante Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Amy Combs Bender Law School Friends
Heather M. Benham Law School Friends
Shawanda Brown Law School Supporters
Michael A. Cook Dean's Council
Jeffrey W. DeLoach Law School Supporters
Andrew C. Evans Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stacey Godfrey Evans Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Charles M. Ferguson, Jr. Dean's Council
Taylor Hanson Haley Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Charles E. Harris IV Law School Supporters
Sarah M. Hoagland Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
 
Deatrice L. Kennedy Law School Friends
Damon P. Kitterman Law School Supporters
Jeffrey M. Kwastel Law School Friends
John K. Larkins III Law School Supporters
Michael E. Leavey Dean's Council
Tiana Scogin Mykkeltvedt Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Coby S. Nixon Law School Advocates
Benson E. Pope Law School Supporters
Tracey Wagner Pruiett Law School Supporters
R. Matthew Reeves Law School Supporters
John T. Stembridge Law School Supporters
Ansley Campbell Vinson Law School Supporters
Jason E. Voyles Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Kristin Chappell Waller Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Rebecca F. Wasserman Law School Advocates
Allen W. Yee Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
+ Class of 2004
 
 
 
 
Scott P. Amy Dean's Council
Kristen M. Beystehner Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Russell E. Blythe Law School Advocates
A.L. "Tripp" Bridges III Law School Advocates
Dawn Caesar Burke Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Elizabeth Cavagnolo Johnson Dean's Council
Cory C. Davis Law School Supporters
Amanda Eaton Ferrelle Law School Advocates
John R. Ferrelle, Jr. Law School Advocates
D. Austin Gillis Law School Advocates
Kevin Gooch Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Geniece Davis Granville Law School Friends
John David Hadden Law School Advocates
Holly D. Hatfield Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Willliam A. Hightower Law School Supporters
Roslyn Grant Holcomb Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Thomas F. Hollingsworth III Law School Supporters
Dominique I.H. Holloman Law School Friends
Emily Stuart Horn Law School Advocates
Clete D. Johnson Dean's Council
Francys Johnson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Caroline Castle Laney Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ronald E. Mabra Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Mary Elizabeth Marsh Law School Friends
Emily Franzen Mills Law School Friends
Stephanie L. Oginsky Law School Advocates
 
Leslie Lane Mize Dean's Council
Jason C. Pedigo Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Susannah Rogers Pedigo Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Noah P. Peeters Law School Advocates
Benjamin M. Perkins Dean's Council
Sally Haskell Perkins Dean's Council
Ryan G. Prescott Law School Advocates
Meredith Bunn Redwine Dean's Council
J. Harold Richards Law School Friends
Heidi Rine Royal Law School Advocates
M. Brandon Smith Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jeffrey L. Stern Dean's Council
David M. Stewart Law School Supporters
Tamika C. Sykes Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Alicia A. Timm Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Allison Warner Vann Law School Friends
Vita E. Zeltser Law School Supporters
+ Class of 2005
 
 
 
 
Lee S. Atkinson Law School Supporters
Meaghan G. Boyd Law School Advocates
Ramsey Henderson Bridges Law School Advocates
Jennifer Berger Brown Law School Supporters
Charles H. Crawford Law School Supporters
Marisa Huttenbach Crawford Law School Supporters
Oliver S. Drose Law School Friends
Laura DeMartini Eschleman Law School Advocates
Robert L. Fortson Dean's Council
R. Jason Fowler Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jeffrey A. Freeman Law School Supporters
Jack S. Frierson Law School Supporters
Sonali Garg Dean's Council
Elizabeth Lindsay Gates Law School Supporters
Amelia Godfrey Helmick Law School Supporters
J. Shane Hudson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Erik S. Johnson Dean's Council
J. L. King II Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Deborah Bambo Lonon Dean's Council
Samuel L. Lucas Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Amanda L. Norcross Law School Advocates
Kristie Edenfield Piasta Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Suzanne Temple Prescott Law School Advocates
Elizabeth Willis Quinn Law School Supporters
Stephen G. Quinn Law School Supporters
 
Tracy L. Rhodes Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Andrew S. Rogers Law School Supporters
Eadaoin M. Waller Law School Advocates
Benson Ward Dean's Council
Leah L. Weinberg Law School Advocates
Nicholas R. West Law School Friends
Rhett White Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Edwin A. Wilson Law School Advocates
C. Knox Withers Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Scott E. Zweigel Dean's Council
+ Class of 2006
 
 
 
 
Anisa I. Abdullahi Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Bisa F. Ajanaku Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ashley P. Alderman Dean's Council
Anonymous Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Wilson G. Barmeyer Law School Advocates
M.J. Blakely, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
M. Cristina Bouton Law School Advocates
C. Brock Brockington Law School Advocates
Jason T. Burnette Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Beverly Peters Carson Law School Advocates
Geoffrey V. Carson Law School Advocates
Jennifer Saffold Collins Law School Supporters
C. Caleb Connor Dean's Council
Laura Schmissrauter Crotty Law School Supporters
Justin A. Danner Law School Supporters
Robert H. Derrick Law School Supporters
Mary Rae Phelps Dudley Law School Supporters
Allison Strueber Dyer Law School Friends
Ayotunde O. Ezekiel Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Santana T. Flanigan Law School Supporters
Cynthia Griffin Gunnemann Law School Supporters
Joshua P. Gunnemann Law School Supporters
Benjamin P. Harper Law School Advocates
Kathleen Wager Hart Law School Advocates
Jennifer Dorminey Herzog Law School Supporters
Nicholas A. Hinson Dean's Council
Shannon Shipley Hinson Dean's Council
Laura Kagel Law School Supporters
Shane A. Lord Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Hieu M. Nguyen Law School Advocates
Eitan Ovadia Law School Supporters
Brennan A. Posner Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
 
J. Alexander Reed Law School Supporters
Veronica L. Richardson Dean's Council
Kristin M. Timm Law School Friends
H. Michael Ruppersburg, Jr. Law School Supporters
Rachel N. Saloom Dean's Council
James J. Sanders Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Lucas A. Smith Law School Supporters
Edgard M. Smith Law School Friends
Amber N. Barrow Dean's Council
William E. Stiles Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Stacey Suber-Drake Law School Supporters
Daniel B. Swaja Law School Supporters
Allison Stephens Thompson Law School Advocates
Maria M. Todorova Law School Supporters
Taylor Chamberlin Tribble Law School Advocates
Andrew J. Tuck Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Michael L. Van Cise Law School Supporters
Vanessa E. Volz Law School Friends
Woodrow W. Ware III Law School Advocates
Matthew P. Warenzak Dean's Council
+ Class of 2007
 
 
 
 
Lucy Rankin Atkinson Law School Supporters
Enjolique D. Aytch Dean's Council
Quentasha L. Banks Law School Supporters
Christina Glassbrook Baugh Law School Supporters
Carey Schneeweiss Busen Dean's Council
Tedra L. Cannella Dean's Council
Kimberly R. Bourroughs Law School Supporters
Anuj Desai Law School Supporters
Lauren King Dimitri Law School Friends
James L. Duncan III Dean's Council
Rachel C. Young Law School Supporters
Kenneth B. Franklin Law School Friends
Patrick H. Garrard Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Laura Glass-Hess Dean's Council
Philip R. Green Law School Supporters
Katherine Jackson Hill Law School Supporters
Diana B. Hoshall Law School Advocates
Ginny Garrard Ingels Law School Friends
Kurt E. Lentz Law School Friends
C. Andrew Leyes Law School Advocates
H. Scott Lowry, Jr. Law School Supporters
Kristin Strunk Lowry Law School Supporters
 
Daniel M. Ludlam Law School Supporters
Jessica Mallanda Lund Law School Supporters
Merritt E. McAlister Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Briant G. Mildenhall Law School Advocates
Jennifer Campbell Mock Law School Friends
Katherine Campbell Newell Law School Advocates
Joanna Smith Nijem Law School Supporters
Shalanna L. Pirtle Law School Advocates
Jonathan G. Sedon Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Jeffrey A. Shaw Law School Supporters
Jessica F. Lang Dean's Council
J. Cameron Tribble Law School Advocates
Rachel Harkavy Wilson Law School Advocates
+ Class of 2008
 
 
 
 
Noah B. Abrams Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Anonymous Law School Advocates
Kevin C. Armstrong Dean's Council
Patrick N. Arndt Law School Supporters
Farrar Johnson Barker Law School Supporters
M. Katherine Bates Law School Friends
Jennifer S. Blakely Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Dennis L. Boothe, Jr. Law School Supporters
George A. Campbell, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Lee B. Carter Law School Advocates
Matthew S. Chambers Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Wayne Charles Law School Supporters
Mary C. DeCamp Law School Supporters
Cameron D. Hawkins Law School Friends
Adam L. Hoipkemier Law School Supporters
John P. Jett Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Justin T. Jones Law School Supporters
Michael J. Kline Law School Advocates
Adam B. Land Law School Supporters
J. Barrett Malone Law School Supporters
John B. Manly Law School Advocates
Megan Usher Manly Law School Advocates
Brendan F. Murphy Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
William L. Nabors, Jr. Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Ellen Harris Persons Law School Advocates
Efrain A. "Sonny" Poloche Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
D. Logan Pool Law School Supporters
Lucy Pope Dodd Law School Friends
T. Chase Samples Law School Advocates
 
Alina A. Singer Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Robert H. Snyder, Jr. Law School Advocates
Daiquiri J. Steele Law School Friends
Sarah M. Stephens Law School Friends
William T. Thistle Law School Advocates
Alison A. Drane Law School Advocates
Hayley Roper Wells Law School Friends
Sarah Stevens Wilson Law School Advocates
Leslie Horne Dean's Council
+ Class of 2009
 
 
 
 
Mercedes G. Ball Law School Friends
Alison M. Ballard Law School Supporters
Edina Slomic Beasley Law School Friends
Charles G. Biskobing Dean's Council
Dwayne A. Brown, Jr. Dean's Council
Benjamin R. Carlsen Law School Advocates
Timothy R. Carlton Law School Advocates
John T. DeGenova Dean's Council
Audrey Seidle Eshman Law School Supporters
Michael J. Eshman Law School Supporters
Suzannah W. Gill Law School Friends
Julile Guo Law School Supporters
John W. Hackney Law School Advocates
Daniel L. Huynh Law School Supporters
Kawania B. James Law School Friends
Matthew A. Josephson Law School Advocates
Andrew J. Lavoie Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Brian C. Lea Dean's Council
Puja Patel Lea Dean's Council
Jahnisa Tate Loadholt Law School Advocates
Elizabeth M. Long Law School Friends
Tyler M. Love Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
James W. McPhillips Dean's Council
Stephen Michmerhuizen Law School Supporters
Titus T. Nichols Law School Advocates
Andrew M. O'Connell Law School Supporters
Erin Murray O'Connell Law School Supporters
William D. Rhoads Law School Supporters
Paul Z. Rothstein Law School Supporters
Patrick L. Ryan Law School Supporters
Wade A. Schueneman Law School Supporters
Katherine Rutledge Silver Law School Supporters
Alice E. Snedeker Law School Advocates
 
Robert L. Swartwood II Law School Supporters
Robert D. Thomas Law School Supporters
Daniel B. Tilley Law School Advocates
Manoj S. "Sachin" Varghese Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Henry F. Warnock Law School Advocates
Jeff T. Watson Dean's Council
Stefanie M. Wayco Law School Supporters
Benn C. Wilson Law School Advocates
Benny Yee Law School Supporters
Joby F. Young Law School Supporters
+ Class of 2010
 
 
 
 
Julie E. Adkins Law School Supporters
William B. Bembry Law School Supporters
Matthew A. Bennett Law School Advocates
A. Brooke Bowen Law School Supporters
William T. Bozin Law School Supporters
Emily Hart Cobb Breece Law School Supporters
Elizabeth Broadway Brown Dean's Council
Jessica Cox Casey Law School Supporters
Benjamin W. Cheesbro Law School Advocates
Kelly A. Christian Law School Friends
Robert T. Collins Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Robert J. Curylo Law School Advocates
Andrew H. Dekle Law School Advocates
Timothy F. Dewberry Law School Supporters
David F. Ellison Law School Supporters
Lauren Ploch Ellison Law School Supporters
Jeffrey H. Fisher Law School Advocates
Stephen R. Fowler Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Allan C. Galis Law School Supporters
Kimberly Brownhill Hoipkemier Law School Supporters
Anna White Howard Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Kate L. Jensen Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Timothy H. Lee Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Molly L. Levinson Law School Supporters
Margaret E. McClatchey Dean's Council
Daryl Moody Law School Friends
Elizabeth Ann Murphy Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Kevin P. Murphy Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Lauren Spotts Otto Law School Supporters
Andrea J. Pearson Dean's Council
Marcus T. Roberts Law School Friends
Carlos J. Rodriguez Law School Supporters
 
James M. Rusert Law School Supporters
David A. Smythe Law School Supporters
Alice Henderson Strachan Law School Advocates
Kevin E. Strachan Law School Advocates
Joshua S. Wood Law School Friends
Stephanie K. Wood Law School Friends
Jeffrey A. Zachman Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Fellows
+ Class of 2011
 
 
 
 
David S. Ballard Law School Supporters
Morgan Wood Bembry Law School Supporters
David A. Bersinger Law School Advocates
Daniel O. Burroughs Law School Advocates
Rishi P. Chhatwal Dean's Council
J. Thomas Clarkson Dean's Council
Rebecca Fackler Clarkson Dean's Council
Catherine Henson Curlet Law School Advocates
Andrew A. Curtright Law School Supporters
Anne Wallace Dunne Law School Advocates
Rebecca L. Gabelman Law School Advocates
Yvonne S. Godfrey Law School Supporters
Louis E. Harper III Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Mary Catherine Moore Harper Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Emma Hetherington Law School Advocates
Tanner D. Ivie Law School Advocates
Katherine E. Soublis Law School Supporters
Meredith Corey Lee Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
T. Barrett Lee Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
T. Mitchell Metcalf Law School Supporters
Texys V. Morris Law School Supporters
Lori Moates Phillips Law School Supporters
Tracey L. Pickett Law School Supporters
Andrew A. Pinson Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Greg A. Raburn Law School Supporters
Michael T. Rafi Dean's Council
Matthew G. Rooks Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
O. Victoria Rooks Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Partners
Lauren A. Rucker Law School Supporters
Alex D. Sklut Law School Supporters
Megan H. Smernoff Law School Supporters
William T. Stone, Jr. Law School Supporters
Nathan P. Viebrock Law School Supporters
Emily K. Walden Law School Supporters
Brendan H. White Law School Supporters
 
+ Class of 2012
 
 
 
 
Anonymous Law School Advocates
Andrew M. Bagley Law School Supporters
Amanda Seals Bersinger Law School Advocates
Christopher E. Bruce Law School Supporters
Cary R. Burke Law School Supporters
William F. Crozer Founder's Circle
Michael T. Davis Law School Supporters
Michael D. Deariso Law School Friends
Gregory O. DeBacker Law School Supporters
M. Elizabeth Googe Law School Friends
J. Hunter Knowles Dean's Council
Halley Espy Kropa Law School Supporters
Kate C. Lawson Law School Friends
Rebekah D. McCorvey Law School Supporters
Alistair W. J. McMaster Law School Advocates
John F. Lee Niedrach Law School Friends
Ashley D. Dennis Law School Supporters
James A. Purcell Law School Friends
Eric L. Roden Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Benefactors
Hillary Miller Schmidt Law School Supporters
Kathryn Morgan Scully Dean's Council
Alex M. Shalishali Law School Supporters
Frederick W. Vaughan Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Courtney Nichols Viebrock Law School Supporters
Alexander R. Welsh Law School Supporters
Thomas M. Whitley Law School Supporters
Bradley N. Wilson Law School Friends
Dailey Holt Wilson Law School Friends
Isabella R. Edmundson Law School Friends
 
+ Class of 2013
 
 
 
 
Emaly Norcott Arndt Law School Supporters
Charles A. Arnold Law School Friends
Richard R. Boorman Law School Supporters
J. Matthew Brigman Law School Supporters
Kristi K. Buice Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Tina Cheng Law School Supporters
 
Benjamin T. Cramer Law School Friends
Tyler A. Dillard Law School Supporters
Harry D. Dixon III Law School Supporters
John T. Dixon Dean's Council
Kelsey Donnalley Law School Advocates
Elliot Engstrom Law School Friends
Barclay S. Hendrix Law School Advocates
Nicholas H. Howell Dean's Council
Robert N. Hunziker, Jr. Law School Advocates
Robert W. Jacques Dean's Council
Crystal M. Johnson Dean's Council
Corbin R. Kennelly Law School Advocates
Cada T. Kilgore IV Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Brian E. Lake Law School Supporters
Mary Beth Martinez Law School Friends
James A. McGehee Law School Friends
Caroline G. McGlamry Law School Supporters
Lorrin E. Mortimer Law School Supporters
Matthew V.H. Noller Law School Advocates
Alan G. Poole, Jr. Dean's Council
Alan F. Pryor Law School Advocates
Allison C. Will Dean's Council
Katherine J. Racz Law School Supporters
Jan Hawkins Rogers Law School Supporters
Ryan A. Scates Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Emily Cook Ward Law School Advocates
Rory A. Weeks Dean's Council
Lawrence Winsor Dean's Council
+ Class of 2014
 
 
 
 
Brian S. Abrams Law School Supporters
Emily Anderson Law School Friends
Anne Horn Baroody Law School Supporters
Savannah L. Bray Law School Supporters
Rui Bu Law School Friends
Edgar B. Callaway Law School Advocates
Travis M. Cashbaugh Law School Supporters
Shawn S. Chang Law School Advocates
Ellen R. Clarke Law School Advocates
Gregg J. Conley Law School Advocates
Andrew J. Conn Law School Friends
Melissa Conrad-Alam Law School Friends
Setareh Davoudzadeh Law School Friends
David B. Dove Law School Advocates
 
Robin M. Flegal Law School Supporters
Ryan P. Gentes Law School Supporters
Lindsay Sain Jones Law School Supporters
Jerrod M. Lukacs Law School Advocates
Bryan W. Lutz Law School Advocates
Alexander McDonald Law School Supporters
David "Bobo" Mullens III Law School Advocates
Amanda Siegel Newquist Law School Supporters
Matthias Ohm Law School Supporters
Katherine P. O'Shea Law School Supporters
Emily C. Peterson Law School Advocates
Courtney Coons Poole Dean's Council
Thomas D. Powell Law School Friends
Victoria A. Powell Dean's Council
Margaret E. Randels Law School Advocates
Joe P. Reynolds Law School Friends
Rebecca White Scarbro Law School Friends
Kimberly N. Scott Dean's Council
Krunal Shah Law School Supporters
Ben Thorpe Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Kyle B. Waddell Law School Advocates
Allison L. White Law School Supporters
Andrew C. Wills Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Graham D. Younger Law School Advocates
+ Class of 2015
 
 
 
 
Laughlin Kane Allen Law School Supporters
Crighton T. Allen Law School Supporters
Robert s. Arrington Law School Supporters
Kate Bell Law School Friends
Peyton Bell Law School Friends
Katie O'Brien Law School Supporters
Amanda D. Butterworth Law School Supporters
Colton R. Caldwell Law School Friends
Spencer Farmery Law School Supporters
Samantha Fassett Law School Supporters
Blake Feldman Dean's Council
Corey Goerdt Law School Supporters
Jack Graham Law School Supporters
Monica Berjon Hatfield Law School Supporters
Jill Thrasher Hauserman Law School Supporters
Lien Hernandez Law School Friends
Sarah A. Hill Law School Friends
Chelsea Ivey Law School Supporters
 
Gregg M. Jacobson Law School Advocates
Hillary R. Kinsey Law School Advocates
Ricardo Lopez Law School Supporters
Michael G. MacBride Dean's Council
Kristin Malcolm Law School Supporters
Emily Cook Law School Supporters
Justin W. McKithen Law School Advocates
Sarah McMahon Law School Supporters
Carey A. Miller Law School Supporters
Veronica O'Grady Law School Friends
M. Bradford Patterson Law School Supporters
Cole Phillips Law School Supporters
Dov Preminger Law School Supporters
George Ray Dean's Council
Sarah Richards Law School Supporters
Cameron Roberts Law School Supporters
Haley Chafin Robison Law School Supporters
Nicola M. Rossi Law School Supporters
Emily Evans Law School Supporters
Jingshi Shi Law School Supporters
W. Alex Smith Law School Supporters
Michael Sullivan Law School Supporters
Chelsea Grace Swanson Law School Friends
Delos Harley Yancey IV Dean's Council
+ Class of 2016
 
 
 
 
Sarah E. Akinosho Law School Supporters
Anonymous Law School Supporters
Anonymous Law School Supporters
Anonymous Joseph Henry Lumpkin Society Associates
Elizabeth D. Barwick Law School Supporters
Payton M. Bradford Law School Supporters
Scharli Sturtevant Law School Supporters
Anonymous Law School Supporters
Johnathan Chiu Law School Friends
Kristina K. Griffin Law School Friends
Joseph P. (J.P.) Hackney Law School Friends
Kenneth M. Henson III Dean's Council
janessa Higginbotham Law School Friends
JD Howard Law School Supporters
Nick Kinsley Law School Friends
Allison Hamil Law School Supporters
Kathleen M. E. Mayer Law School Friends
Tucker McKinley Law School Supporters
 
Samuel L. Mikell Law School Friends
Stephen D. Morrison III Law School Friends
Elliot Ream Law School Friends
Andrew N. Saul Law School Supporters
Shaniqua Singleton Law School Supporters
Greg Steele Law School Supporters
Cory Takeuchi Law School Friends
Na'Tasha J. Webb-Prather Law School Supporters
Lily Wilkerson Law School Friends
+ Class of 2017
 
 
 
 
Rachel M. Bishop Law School Supporters
A. Trevor Buhr Law School Supporters
Ronald F. Chicken Law School Friends
Emily Cox Law School Advocates
Bethany L. Edmondson Law School Friends
Valerie Mills Law School Friends
E. Graham Newsome Law School Friends
Hannah S. Sells Law School Friends
Jason T. Vuchinich Law School Friends
Tayah Woodard Law School Supporters
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Gifts from Friends, Faculty & Staff
The University of Georgia School of Law asserts outstanding support from friends, faculty and staff. Those who
have contributed to the law school in fiscal year 2017 (July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017) are recognized
below.
Friends Faculty & Staff
 
Dr. Christine L. Albright
Alvin V. Alsobrook
Elizabeth P. Alsobrook
Anonymous
Mr. James C. Baker
Mr. Russell C. Baker
Ms. Shannon A. Ball
Mrs. Kristin M. Barnett
Alan J. Baverman
Mrs. Elizabeth H. Beck
Mrs. Jerry B. Blackstock
Mrs. Betty Matthews Bonnett
Mr. W. Waldo Bradley Jr.
Sylvia P. Brown
Richard & Frances Buice
John H. Burton
Mr. Jared Bybee
Ms. Abigail G. Cavender
Mr. & Mrs. Carlile M. Chambers
John A. Chandler
Dr. Benjamin H. Cheek
Mr. Cecil M. Cheves
Kevin D. & Carol Kuniansky Cleveland
James W. & Gretchen D'Huyvetter Cobb
Mrs. Sally Wyche Coenen
Ms. Shirlee T. Cohen
Ms. Virginia F. Coleman
Dr. Michael J. Conroy
Dr. Victor E. Corrigan II
Ms. Jill A. Crandall
Ms. Caroline E. Day
Mr. Steven S. DeLong
Mr. Joseph B. DeMorat
Mr. Justin D. DeMorat
Mr. Robert Dougherty
Julia B. Douglas
Mr. David C. Dunlap
Mr. & Mrs. Granison L. Eader, Jr.
Donald M. Ferencz
Mr. Richard C. Ferguson
Mr. Robert M. Fezekas
Mr. Nathan W. Flath
Mr. Tyler J. Flemming
 
 
Diane M. Amann
Anonymous
Peter A. Appel
Douglas G. Ashworth
Mehrsa Baradaran
Kent H. Barnett
J. Randolph Beck
Elizabeth Chamblee Burch
Thomas V. Burch
Jason A. Cade
Ronald L. Carlson
Nathan S. Chapman
Catherine Nemetz Clutter
Dan T. Coenen
Patrick D. Conner
Alan A. Cook
Thomas A. Eaton
C. Ronald Ellington
Patricia A. Flaherty
Russell C. Gabriel
Elizabeth M. Grant
Matthew I. Hall
Jeremy T. Headrick
Walter Hellerstein
Emma Hetherington
Jessica L. Heywood
Shannon Shipley Hinson
Laura Kagel
Fazal R. Khan
Paul M. Kurtz
Eleanor Crosby Lanier
Elizabeth Weeks Leonard
Kristin Strunk Lowry
Lisa C. Mathis
Paula E. McBride
Joseph S. Miller
Lisa Milot
Marie R. Mize
Kellie R. Casey
Carol Ellis Morgan
Mr. George Fontaine
Marianne Freeman
Beverly Frew
David H. Gambrell
Ms. Janet E. Geddis
Ms. Erica L. Gilbertson
Mr. Carlos A. González
J. Troy & Mildred Evans Green
Mr. & Mrs. Jodie Harden
Mary June Harike
Mr. Bruce Harrison
Robert H. Harrison II
Erica Hashimoto
Sam Hatcher
Dr. & Mrs. Peter B. H'Doubler Jr.
Ms. Gina M. Headrick
Mr. Michael V. Herskowitz
Dr. John B. Hill
Edward Hine, Jr.
P. Harris Hines
Mr. J. David Hopkins III
Mr. John A. Horn
Selena Julia Hotchkiss
Mr. Winston Howell
Ms. Karen Huebner
Mrs. Gail J. Hunnicutt
Mr. James M. Hunter
Ms. Zenia C. Irani
Mr. Jeremy R. Johns
Dr. Kay Kalantari
Janet Gardner Kemp
Mrs. Candice L. Kenan
Martin E. Kilpatrick, Jr.
Jessie A. Kimball
Mrs. Virginia Kinman
Mr. Dylan D. Kren
Mr. Samuel L. Lanier
Ms. Lorene L. Lefkowitz
Dr. Hab. L. Leszczynski
Carol A. Leyes
Dr. David T. Lindsay
Lauren E. Lutton
Jonell Malloy
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Manly
Mary O. Marshall
Harris R. Mason
Mr. Michael Mathis
Mr. William Mathis Jr.
Kathryn B. Mauldin
Elizabeth Formby McGehee
Mr. Carl S. McKinney
Caroline Jenkins Melton
Mr. Terrell R. Melton
Timothy L. Meyer
Dr. Charlie B. Mikell
Mr. John Mikell
Mr. Michael E. Mills
Carson Millwood
Chandler Millwood
Mrs. Kenneth L. Millwood
Mr. & Mrs. Roger W. Moister, Jr.
Ms. Kathleen Morris
Mr. Brian P. Murphy
Mr. Jack E. Newsome
Mr. Van Norris
Anne S. Moser
Heidi M. Murphy
Lona M. Panter
Lara O. Pulliam
Lori A. Ringhand
Usha R. Rodrigues
Gregory L. Roseboro
Peter B. "Bo" Rutledge
Margaret V. Sachs
Logan E. Sawyer
Christine M. Scartz
Alexander W. Scherr
Elizabeth L. Shackleford
David E. Shipley
Alex D. Sklut
Kenny R. Tatum
Larry D. Thompson
Christian Turner
Tony Waller
Carol A. Watson
Michael L. Wells
Sonja R. West
Laura E. Woodson
Mr. Robert L. Northcutt
Mr. Daniel O'Day Jr. (Deceased)
Mr. John W. Odom
Dr. Peter D. O'Neill
Sanford H. Orkin
Mr. George D. Overend
Mrs. Harriette Oxman
Mr. Matthew D. Pautler
Ms. Cymie R. Payne
Mr. Kelley Pilcher
Matthew R. Poletti
Mr. Horace S. Pope
Lula Pittman Post
Mrs. Patty B. Presley
Mr. C. Bryan Pulliam
Terrell Quillian
Lib Quirk
Ms. Sheree D. Rainbolt-Kren
Mr. Thomas Richardson
Ms. Elizabeth Roberts
Pete Robinson
Mrs. Jane Canipe Rooks
Mrs. Birgit Rutledge-Riel
Jacob E. Saas
Michael S. & Leslie A. Smernoff
Mr. Harrison A. Smith
James C. Smith
Steven P. Solow
James A. Sommerville
Ms. Carol J. Spurgeon
Ms. Debora Stram
Mrs. Annette Strohbehn
Mr. Cavender S. Sutton
Mr. Martin L. Tanenbaum
Mr. Judson H. Turner
Ms. Meredith B. Turner
Mr. William B. Tye
T. Rogers Wade
Max M. Wallace II
Susan C. Waltman and Thomas M. Barry
Amy McDaniel Williams
Mr. R. Barry Wood
James Wyatt III
Dancy H. Wynne
Mr. Harry F. Yarbrough
Mr. & Mrs. Earl H. Young
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Gifts from Corporations, Foundations & Organizations
The University of Georgia School of Law is enhanced by the continued support of corporations, foundation and
organizations. Those who have contributed to the law school in the fiscal year 2017 (July 1, 2016 through June
30, 2017) are listed below.
 
1002 Foundation
A. S. Mitchell Foundation, Inc.
Agora Vintage, Ltd.
Agua Linda
Altria Group, Inc.
American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers - Georgia Chapter
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Arnall Golden & Gregory, LLP
AT&T, Inc.
Attorneys' Title Guaranty Scholarship Fund
Avid Bookshop
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Barbara and Ted Mayden Fund
Barbri
Bel-Jean Copy Print Center
Beverly & Horace Sibley Family Fund
Bey & Associates LLC
Blasingame, Burch, Garrard & Ashley, P.C.
Brushwood Nursery
Carlos J. Rodriguez, P.C.
Carswell Charitable Fund
CCBC, LLC
Charles Schwab Corporation
Charlie and Mary Yates Family Fund
Chevron Corporation
Cine Bar Café Cinema
Cline Family Foundation, Inc.
Coach
Cobb Community Foundation
Cobb County Bar Association
Coca-Cola Company
Combined Federal Campaign
Communities of Coastal Georgia Foundation
Community Foundation of North Florida
Community Foundation of South Georgia, Inc.
Condor Chocolates
Covington & Burling
Dawda Mann
Dawg Gone Good BBQ
Deloitte Foundation
Dentistry At Kennesaw Point PC
Dick Ferguson's Clothing Store
DonateWell
Dugald W. Hudson Charitable Trust
Engstrom Law, PLLC
EQT Production
Ericsson, Inc.
Ernst & Young Foundation
Evans & Rhodes LLC
Evans Litigation & Trial Law LLC
FAB'RIK Franchise Inc
First National Bank of Chattooga Co.
Five points Yoga
Flowerland
Ford & Harrison, LLP
Foundry Park Inn & Spa
Four G's Charitable Trust
Freeport-McMoRan Foundation
Georgia Municipal Association, Inc.
Greater NC Area CFC
Grindhouse Killer Burgers
Harold Hirsch Scholarship Fund
Harrison A. Smith Charitable Account
Haygood Legal PC
Hecht Walker Attorneys at Law
Hulsey, Oliver & Mahar, LLP
J. C. Lewis Foundation, Inc.
J. David Hopkins Law LLC
Jewish Federation of  Greater Atlanta
John C. Patton PC
John N. Goddard Foundation
Kaplan
Karma Salon
Kevin S. King Attorney at Law
King & Spalding LLP
Kopecky & Roberts
Kopelman Law Group, PC
Kum's Sunglass Optique
Lexis-Nexis
Luis Cruz, Attorney at Law
Magnolia Hair Salon
Marti's at Midday
MetLife Charity Trust
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
MotivAction
National Business Institute
National Christian Foundation
Native America of Athens
Network for Good
Norfolk Southern Foundation
Normal Bar
North Georgia Community Foundation
Parker MacIntyre
Patrons of the Savannah Community Foundation
Peavy Law, LLC
Pepsi-Cola Company
Peyton Anderson Foundation
Pope, McGlamry, Kilpatrick, Morrison & Norwood
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Pure Barre, Athens
Raymond James & Associates
Richard B. Russell Foundation, Inc.
Schwab Charitable Fund
SEC Taco Athens LLC  DBA Fuzzy's Taco Shop, A TX Corp
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
Southern Company Services, Inc.
State Bar of Georgia
State Farm Companies Foundation
Stonehouse Foundation
Strain & Rutledge
Sullivan & Cromwell
SunTrust Foundation
Superior Essex Inc.  Corporate Administrative Services
Sweet Samba
Tailgate Georgia
Takorea
Tame Style Bar
Taulbee, Rushing, Snipes, Marsh & Hodgin, LLC
Ted's Most Best
Texas Instruments Foundation
Textron Matching Gift Program
Thai E3 Cuisine
The 40 Watt Club
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
The Branded Butcher
The Charles Loridans Foundation
The Community Foundation of the Chattahoochee Valley
The Delta Air Lines Foundation
The Fort Trustee Fund
The Fowler Firm, LLC
The Georgia Theatre
The Grant Group
The Green Firm, PLLC
The Helms Law Firm, PC
The Home Depot Charity Program Trust
The Home Depot Foundation
The Impeccable Pig
The John Paul Stevens Fellowship
The Law Office of Joshua C. Bell LLC
The Law Offices of Sonali Garg, P.C
The Ledford Law Firm, LLC
The Loft Art Supplies
The Mabra Law Firm, LLC
The Marks-Gannam Donor Advised Fund
The Red Zone
The Rook & Pawn
The Taco Stand Inc
The Walter G. Canipe Foundation, Inc.
Themis Bar Review
Tull Charitable Foundation
Two Story
UGA Law 2016 Willem C. Vis Moot Court Team
United Jewish Endowment Fund
Van Cise Charitable Fund
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Watson - Twait Charitable Gift Fund
Weinberg, Wheeler, Hudgins,  Gunn & Dial, LLC
Wells Fargo & Company
Westlaw
WHHope Law, LLC
White Tiger Gourmet
William Howard Flowers Jr. Foundation, Inc.
Wuxtry Records
YourCause, LLC
YouthBridge Community Foundation
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2016-2017 Challenge Cup Trophy Winners
Category B: Hulsey, Oliver & Mahar, LLP Firm Agent Volunteer - Jason A. Dean ‘99 
Category C: Bodker, Ramsey, Andrews, Winograd & Wildstein, PC  Stephen C. Andrews '83
Firm and Corporation Alumni/Alumnae Challenge 2016-2017
Each year, firms and corporations with five or more alumni/alumnae join together to support the
University of Georgia School of Law in the Firm and Corporation Alumni/Alumnae Challenge. We are
pleased to celebrate those firms and corporations that participated in 2016-2017.  The 2016-2017
Challenge included 70 firms and corporations, involved over 1,000 graduates and generated
$336,815 in charitable giving.  Please take a moment to congratulate those volunteers who helped to
increase participation in annual giving to our law school. 
The firms and corporations that first reached 100% participation in their category have been awarded
the Challenge Cup, while others that reached 100% participation were presented with a participation
plaque.  This year we honor the winners from two categories: Category B (Organizations with 10 - 19
law graduates) and Category C (Organizations with 5 - 9 law graduates).
 
 
